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INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge management activities have totally changed with 
the process of globalization, resulting in steady growth in the demand 
for information in all the spheres of work. The concept of access to 
information free of charge in Electronic format is gaining momentum. 
Creating Institutional Repository is a step in this direction. 
Institutional repositories have become a hot topic over the last 
few years, and many institutions around the world are now actively 
considering or working towards implementing them. Institutional 
Repository is a very powerful idea that can serve as an engine of 
change for any Institution. Institutional Repository by capturing, 
preserving and disseminating collective intellectual Capital, serves as 
meaningful indicators of an institution's academic quality. An 
Institutional Repository Concentrates the institutional product credited 
by an academic or other institutions researchers, making it easier to 
demonstrate its scientific, social and financial values. The benefit of 
institutional repositories is that they enable free sharing of 
information, encouraging collaboration and the widespread 
communication of institutional education and research activity. 
Most academic researchers currently create intellectual output, 
such as research papers or teaching materials in digital form. Some 
even disseminate their research through the Internet by posting these 
digital documents on personal web sites. At the same time, they 
maintain digital materials in their own computers, or other storage 
devices, such as CD-ROMs. 
This form of dissemination and management of digital research 
information casts doubts on the effectiveness of the current scholarly 
publishing model based on the strategy of peer review and a carefully 
managed publications workflow ending in a printed publication. The 
current structure of scholarly publishing does not sufficiently satisfy 
the users' need for broader and faster access to scholarly information. 
Nor does the existing system support the librarians' need for 
sustaining both traditional and electronic journal services in a period 
of increasing journal prices and flat library budgets. In addition, 
uncertainty over who will be responsible for the preservation of these 
licensed digital journals increases the uncertainty of long-term access 
to these resources. 
All the aforementioned problems have led to the creation of 
new expectations in the academic community and the desire for a new 
model of scholarly publishing. In such environments, digital 
institutional repositories, "collections that capture and preserve the 
intellectual output of universities" (Crow, 2002), are considered an 
innovative approach, which captures and preserves the intellectual 
output of a single or multiple university community. 
Institutional repositories provide two rationales: (1) to 
complement the existing scholarly publishing model; (2) to serve as 
tangible indicators of a university's quality and increase its visibility 
(Crow, 2002). 
1,1 Institutional Repository: Some Definitions 
An Institutional Repository is an online locus for collecting, 
preserving, and disseminating information in digital form for the 
intellectual output of an institution. 
"A university-based institutional repository is a set of services 
that a university offers to the members of its community for the 
management and dissemination of digital materials created by the 
institution and its community members. It is most essentially an 
organizational commitment to the stewardship of these digital 
materials, including long-term preservation where appropriate, as well 
as organization and access or distribution." (Lynch, 2003) 
IRs are more than a simple organization tool. According to 
Crow (2002, p. 4), they also play an important part in "reforming the 
system of scholarly communication" through the expansion of access 
to research, the reassertion of control over scholarship by academics, 
the increased competition and the reduction of the monopoly power of 
journals, which can bring economic relief and heightened relevance to 
the institutions and libraries that support them. IRs also have the 
potential to become "tangible indicators of a university's quality and 
to demonstrate the scientific, societal, and economic relevance of its 
research activities, thus increasing the institution's visibility, status, 
and public value" (Crow, 2002, p. 4) 
"An institutional repository as a new method for capturing, 
collecting, managing, disseminating, and scholary works created in 
digital form by the constituent members of an institution." ( Chang, 
2003) 
The term was coined by the Scholarly Publishing for Academic 
Resources Coalition - SPARC (Shearer, 2003). Institutional 
repositories (IRs) are characterized by the fact that they are digital, 
institutionally defined (different than eprints servers which are 
discipline based), scholarly, cumulative and perpetual, open access 
and interoperable (Crow, as cited in Shearer, 2003, p. 2). 
An institutional repository may contain work of which the 
author or institution owns copyright, or for which permission has been 
obtained to include a copy of the work in the repository. Thus for 
example - a repository might contain the text of a journal article with 
the agreement of the author or as a condition of an employment 
contract. A repository may also contain a copy of the formatted 
publication with the agreement of the publisher, and authors may be 
encouraged by their institutions to ensure that a publisher's copyright 
agreement allows for this possibility. It follows that an institutional 
repository should not contain content for which suitable copyright or 
licensing arrangements have not been made. 
1.2 NEED OF INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES 
Disappointment and inability created by the closed access to 
scholarly literature and the anomalies in journal publishing paradigm 
in the areas of pricing, access, copyright and host of other monopolies 
paved the way for open access initiatives. The core essence of open 
access initiatives is to "make research articles in all academic fields 
freely available on the internet" notable among these initiatives are the 
working models of open access journals and institutional repositories. 
These initiatives were directed to rescue the obliterated research world 
with the sole aim to provide a complimentary role by reforming the 
current scholarly communication impasse and to re-assert control over 
scholarship by the academia and to provide increased and uniform 
visibility of its researchers. 
While the open access journal models were experimented in the 
publisher and organizational level, institutional repositories were 
experimented by the educational institutions and more notably the 
universities. 
Universities with its numerous intellectual activities in its 
scientific and scholarly arena and the most affected party in the closed 
and profit oriented publishing scenario grabbed this opportunity to 
build the repositories and eventually succeeded in its endeavor. With 
the mandate to bring together and preserve the intellectual output of 
individual institutions many universities came forward to experiment 
this new flame. 
In these experiments, unlike the traditional expectations of 
resistamce from the publishing monopolies, the strong resistance came 
from within the institution's faculties, mainly because of its 
inexperience with the open archiving and open access concepts and 
the flirther copyright commitments with the publishers. While the 
academia feared over the uncertainty of intellectual theft, the 
administrators feared the exposure of their institution's intellectual 
scarcity. 
With its initial resistance from the conservatives, slowly the 
academia learnt the benefits of Open Access and many came forward 
to publish their works in their institution's servers. This marked the 
significant success of the Institutional Repository model of scholarly 
publishing towards creating a world of free and open access scholarly 
society. (Paul and Abdul, 2002) 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY 
The main objectives for having an academic institutional repository 
are: 
1. To create global visibility for an institution's scholarship; 
2. To collect content in a single location; 
3. To provide open access to institutional research output by self-
archiving it; 
4. To store and preserve other institutional digital assets, including 
unpublished or otherwise easily lost ("grey") literature (e.g., 
theses or technical reports). 
1.4 FUNCTION AND FEATURES OF INSTITUTIONAL 
REPOSITORIES 
Features and Functions of Institutional Repository 
IRs share some common features and functions, and it is this 
combination of features and functions that distinguishes IRs from 
other types of services. 
The core features & functions of institutional repositories are: 
I. Features 
• Digital content (it can includes - text, audio, video, images, 
learning objects, and datasets); 
• Durable & permanent ( it includes- preservation techniques & 
tools); 
• Accessibility; (online availability) 
• Institutionally supported; and 
• Community-driven & focused. 
II. Functions 
• material submission (includes following steps-Register, submitting 
procedure, file uploads & License) 
• metadata application ( include elements such as- abstract, 
keywords, subject, title, authors and so on) 
• access control (accomplished by integrating an organization's 
authentication or identity management system within IR, i.e. digital 
rights management (DRM), Log in and Control access by IP 
ranges) 
• discovery support (IR systems commonly rely on a third-party 
search engine, such as Lucene from the Apache Software 
Foundation. It can supports discovery through browsing, which 
provides an overview of the type, breadth, and relationship of the 
content contained within the repository), 
• distribution (correct display and file supports by using plug- ins 
like adobe readers, excels etc.), and 
• preservation (includes Format Migrations and persist with 
document Identification Systems such as DOI, CNRI handles) 
1.5 BENEFITS OF INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY 
(a) The institutional repository model provides a means for 
institutions to create archives and make available their wealth of 
knowledge. 
(b) It allows individuals (scientists and researchers) to self-archive 
their own material. For the individuals, the institutional 
repository acts as a central archive for their work, representing a 
CV that provides a complete list of their research over the years. 
(c) Because it is open access, it increases the dissemination and 
impact of their work. For institutions, it acts to preserve their 
intellectual wealth. 
(d) It increases their visibility and prestige, and can act as an 
advertisement for funding sources and industrial sponsors. 
(e) For society, it provides access to the world's research and 
ensures the long term preservation of research. 
1.6 Content of an institutional repository 
1. An institutional repository can contain a variety of materials 
produced by the researchers of the institution like: 
2. Pre-print of articles or research reports submitted for 
publication, and text of journal articles accepted for publication. 
3. Revised text for publication work with comments from 
academics readers. 
4. Conference papers 
5. Teaching materials 
6. Student projects 
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7. Doctoral theses and dissertations 
8. Database resulting from research projects 
9. Committee papers 
10. Computer software works of arts 
11.Photographs and video recordings 
1.7 Different Software of Institutional Repositories 
The landscape of software platforms for building institutional 
repositories is constantly changing. Some of the commonly used 
institutional repository software platforms with few examples are 
listed below: 
> CDSware (CERN Document Server Software) 
CDSware (http://cdsware.cem.ch) is free, open source software 
developed by CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear 
Research, based in Geneva. CDSware is designed to run an electronic 
preprint server, online library catalogue, or a document system on the 
web. Example: CERN [http://cdsweb.cem.ch/]. 
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> DSpace 
DSpace (http://www.dspace.org) is free, open source software 
jointly developed by MIT and Hewlett Packard Labs. DSpace is a 
digital library system designed to capture, store, index, preserve, and 
redistributes the intellectual output of a university's research faculty in 
digital formats. Examples: Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) [https://dspace.mit.edu/], Documentation Research & Training 
Centre (DRTC) [https://drtc.isibang.ac.in/]. 
> EPrints 
GNU EPrints (http://software.eprints.org) is free, open source 
software developed at the University of Southampton. It is designed to 
create a pre-print institutional repository for scholarly research, but 
can be used for other purposes. Examples: University of Southampton, 
UK [http:// eprints.soton.ac.uk/], Indian Institute of Science (IISc), 
Bangalore [http://eprints.iisc.emet.in/] 
> Fedora (Flexible Extensible Digital Object Repository) 
Fedora (http://www.fedora.info/index.shtml) is free, open 
source software jointly developed by University of Virginia and 
Cornell University. Fedora serves as a foundation for building 
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interoperable web-based digital libraries, institutional repositories, and 
other information management systems. It demonstrates how you can 
deploy a distributed digital library architecture using web-based 
technologies, including XML and Web services. Example: University 
of Queensland, Australia [http:/ /espace.library .uq.edu.au/] 
> Greenstone 
Greenstone (http://www.greenstone.org/cgi-bin/library) is free 
multi-lingual, open source software developed by the New Zealand 
Digital Library Project at the University of Waikato. Greenstone is a 
suite of software for building and distributing digital library 
collections. Greenstone was developed and distributed in cooperation 
with UNESCO and the Human Info NGO. Examples: New Zealand 
Digital Library [http://sadl.uleth.ca/nz/cgi-bin/library], Indian Institute 
of Management, Kozhikode [http://www.iimk.ac.in/gsdl/cgi-
bin/library]. 
> Depress 
Repress (http://www.bepress.com/repositories.html) is commercial 
software developed by the Berkeley Electronic Press. Bepress builds 
and hosts their customers' repositories. Cost includes software, custom 
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implementation, infrastructure, training, hosting, offsite backup, 
technical support, and software upgrades. 
> CONTENTdm (DiMeMa) 
CONTENTdm (http://contentdm.com/) is commercial software 
developed at the University of Washington, is distributed by OCLC. 
CONTENTdm Digital Collection Management is a tool for providing 
everything from organizing and managing to publishing and searching 
digital collections over the Internet. It also offers scalable tools for 
archiving collections of any size. Example: University of Washington 
[http ://content. lib .Washington, edu/]. 
> VITAL 
VITAL (http://www.vtls.com/Products/vital.shtml) is commercial 
software, product of VTLS. VITAL is an institutional repository 
solution designed for universities, libraries, museums, archives and 
information centers. This software is designed to simplify the 
development of digital object repositories and to provide seamless 
online search and retrieval of information for administrative staff, 
contributing faculty and end-users. Example: Australian Research 
Repositories Online to the World [http:// www.arrow.edu.au/1. 
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1.8 Institutional repositories in India 
Nowadays, it is a trend of Institutional repositories all around. 
Many of the institutions have their repositories, which they have built 
on various open source softwares. The saddest part of this is that 
various institutes had created these digital repositories for testing or 
trial purpose only and could not maintain the pace to streamline those. 
Many of them are closed and are not being updated regularly. In India 
the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) was the first in the country to set 
up an interoperable institutional archive (eprints@IISc). The archive 
now has more than 8000 records, with over 70 percent being ftjll-text. 
Presently there are 26 institutional archives in India, which are listed 
in the Registry of Open Access Repositories. Unfortunately out of the 
26 institutional archives, only 20 are accessible and functional at this 
time. 
It is estimated that currently these repositories are having more 
than 23166 records. It is also important to note that only one 
institutional archive has more than 8000 records. Following is the list 
of institutional repositories from India, which are currently active on 
the Internet. 
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• Digital Repository of IIT, Bombay 
Digital repository of IIT Bombay is a research produced at 
IITB. It presents a selection of our best research including full-text of 
book cMapters, conference/proceeding papers, technical reports, 
journal pre-prints & post-prints, working papers. Patents and others 
like annual reports etc. 
• ORS@ino 
It is a digital repository service of National Institute of 
Oceanography, India. DRS@nio tries to collect, preserve and 
disseminate different institutional publications (journal articles, 
conference proceeding articles, Technical reports, thesis, dissertations, 
etc). You can search, browse and access publications of NIO from this 
collection. In its collection 1491 documents are available. 
• DSpace@NITR 
DSpace@NITR of National Institute of Technology, Rourkela 
collects, preserves and disseminates the intellectual output of NITR to 
the global audience. Presently, it archives journal articles, pre-prints 
and conference papers authored by NITR researchers. 
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• Dspace@Management Development Institute, Gurgaon 
Management Development Institute, Gurgaon has created its digital 
library on DSpace. 
• DSpace at Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode 
IIMK's institutional repository, a scholarly archiving facility for the 
IIMK community, using the DSpace software, Jointly developed by 
MIT Libraries and Hewlett-Packard Labs. This service enables the 
Institute community to archive their preprints, post prints and other 
scholarly publications. In keeping with the objectives of the Open 
Access movement, this service to facilitate the Institute researchers in 
self-archiving and long-term preservation of their scholarly 
publications, provide easy access to these publications worldwide'and 
improve impact of their research. While dspace@iimk can be accessed 
by anybody, submission of documents to this archive is limited to the 
IIMK research community. Currently 607 documents are there, 
covering various subject areas. 
• DSpace at National Chemical Laboratory, Pune 
National Chemical Laboratory, Pune has Open Access to its 
research and other scientific documents through the digital library 
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built on DSpace software. The 357 documents of scientific nature are 
hosted on it. 
• DSpace@INFLIBNET 
Information Library NetworJi Centre, Ahmedabad is 
maintaining an institutional repository on DSpace. This institutional 
repository contains the article published in the proceedings of the 
International and National conferences and seminars, organized by the 
Center. It also includes news and other important material related to 
library and information science areas. 
• Digital Collections@INFLIBNET Centre 
The UGC funded Major /Minor Research Project database 
contained full-text of the project report submitted to the University 
Grants Commission in Science, Humanities, Engineering & 
Technology, Medicine and Agriculture. The INFLIBNET Centre 
maintains this full-text database and the copies of the project report 
are received from the project investigators in electronic form. The 
INFLIBNET Centre is happy to include in the UGC Funded Major 
/Minor Research Project database for the academic user community of 
this .country. The Project database provides maximum options for 
retrieving the desired project report from the database. Efforts were 
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made to provide maximum information about the project report in tlie 
first instance. Efforts were also made to provide maximum fields for 
searching from the database and included most important fields. 
• ePrints@SVNIT 
ePrints@SVNIT repository collects, preserves and disseminates 
in digital format the research output created by the Sardar Vallabhbhai 
National Institute of Technology community. It enables the Institute 
community to deposit their preprints, post prints and other scholarly 
publications using a web interface, and organizes these 
publications for easy retrieval. While ePrints@SVNIT can be 
accessed by anybody, submission of documents to this repository is 
limited to the SVNIT community. ePrints@SVNIT repository is 
running on Eprints open archive software, a freely distributable 
archive system available from eprints.org. 
• eGyanKosh 
eGyanKosh- a National Digital Repository to store, index, 
preserve, distribute and share the digital learning resources developed 
by the Open and Distance Learning Institutions in the country. Items 
in eGyanKosh are protected by copyright, with all rights reserved by 
IGNOU, unless otherwise indicated. To access the items in repository 
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registration is required. Registration is free. Currently it is containing 
around 30,000 documents. 
• eprints® IIT Delhi 
It is digital repository of Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 
research and submission of Electronic Theses and Dissertations 
[ETD]. It contains around 2200 documents. 
• eprints@IISc Bangalore 
This is the open access repository of the Indian Institute of 
Science, Bangalore, India. Prints@IISc repository collects, preserves 
and disseminates in digital format the research output created by the 
IISc research community. It enables the Institute community to deposit 
their preprints, post prints and other scholarly publications using a 
web interface, and organizes these publications for easy retrieval. 
While eprints@IISc can be accessed by anybody, submission of 
documents to this repository is limited to the IISc research community 
only. Number of publications in the repository is 12,010 and still 
growing. 
• eprints@ National Centre for Catalysis Research 
ePrints@Catalysis repository collects, preserves and 
disserainates in digital format the research output created by the 
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National Centre for Catalysis Research (NCCR) and also other 
catalysis research publications from India on behalf of the Catalysis 
Society of India (CSI). It enables the Catalysis community to deposit 
their preprints, post prints and other scholarly publications using a 
web interface, and organizes these publications for easy retrieval. 
While eprints@Catalysis can be accessed by anybody, submission of 
documents to this repository ae limited to the catalysis research 
community of NCCR and India. 
• Indian Institute of Astrophysics Repository 
This is the digital repository of publications of Indian Institute 
of Astrophysics, Bangalore, India, developed to capture, disseminate 
and preserve research publications of IIAP. You can search, browse 
and access full text of these publications from the repository. This 
Repository also hosts papers published in Bulletin of the Astronomical 
Society of India. This repository is created to accommodate all 
publications of the institute. Which include the archival contents, 
which are out of copyright in the repository for better access. Most of 
these contents are catalogued, classified, digitized and uploaded in the 
Open Access Repository with appropriate metadata. For those 
contents, which are protected by copyright only metadata, is provided. 
Researchers can request the Indian Institute of Astrophysics Archives 
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for full-text of these contents. It is a collection of 3955 documents and 
being updated regularly. 
• Institutional Repository of National Aerospace Laboratories 
NAL's Institutional Repository is the digital archive of the 
research output of NAL's scientists. This knowledge base covers 
journal articles, conference papers, technical reports, 
presentation/lectures, preprints, Thesis, images etc. One can browse 
the documents by author, division, subject, date and document type. 
Both simple and advanced search facilities have been provided. 
Number of items in the Repository is 2866. 
• Kautilya Digital Repository of IGIDR 
Digital repository of conference proceedings, thesis and 
dissertations and research articles, etc hosted at Indira Gandhi Institute 
of Development Research, Mumbai, India. It contains around 200 
publications of the institute. 
• NISCAIR Online Periodicals Repository 
You can now access full text articles from research journals 
published by NISCAIR! Presently full text facility is provided for two 
of the journals viz. IJBB & IJC-A. For other journals, you can access 
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abstracts. Full text of these journals will be made available in due 
course of time. The Collection of this repository is 2265 documents. 
• OpenMED@NIC 
It is an open access archive for Medical and Allied Scieiices. 
The aim of OpenMED@NIC is to provide free service to academics, 
researchers, and students working in the area of Medical and Allied 
Sciences. Here authors / owners can self-archive their scientific and 
technical documents. For this they need to register once in order to 
obtain a user id in OpenMED@NIC system. However no registration 
is required for searching the archive or viewing the documents, 
Open]vIED@NlC is a discipline based International Archive. It peer-
reviewed documents having relevance to research in Medical and 
Allied Sciences including Bio-Medical, Medical Informatics, Dental, 
Nursing and Pharmaceutical Sciences. These could be peer-reviewed 
preprints, post prints (refereed journal paper) and accepted theses. In 
case of non-English documents, descriptive data [Author, Title, 
Source etc.], abstract and keywords must be in English. Submitted 
documents will be placed into the submission buffer and would 
become part of OpenMED@NIC archive on their acceptance. 1035 
documents are there in its collection. 
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• NISCAIR Online Periodicals Repository 
One can access full text articles from research journals 
published by NISCAIR Presently full text facility is provided for two 
of the journals viz, IJBB & IJC-A. For other journals abstracts can be 
accessed. Full text of these journals will be made available in due 
course of time. 
• RRI Digital Repository 
This contains the research publications of the faculty and 
students of the Raman Research Institute. The collected papers of C. 
V. Raman and the historical records of the institute (Annual Reports 
and Newspaper Clippings) are also housed here. 3624 documents are 
there in its collection. 
Name 
Librarian's 
digital library 
(LDL) 
Dspace at 
GBPUAT 
university 
HA Repository 
Eprint@llITA 
Host 
Institution 
DRTC 
G.B. Pant uni. 
of Agriculture 
& Technology 
Indian 
institute of 
Astrophsics 
HIT, 
Allahabad 
URL 
http://drtc.isibang.ac.in/ 
http://prints.2023141.116.205/dspace 
http://prints.iiap.res.in/ 
http://eproints.iiita.ac.in/ 
No. of 
items 
on28-
08-08 
371 
82 
3955 
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Types of 
Documents 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports etc. 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports, 
thesis etc 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports, etc 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
Software 
Used 
Dspace 
Dspace 
Dspace 
Eprints 
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Dspace@llMK. 
Eprint@IISC 
ETD@1ISC 
Eprint@IlTD 
Dspace at INSA 
ISI Library, 
Bangalore 
Dspace at 
INFLIBNET 
NAL 
institutional 
repository 
Dspace at 
NCRA 
Eprints at NCL 
OpenMED@nic 
Digital 
repository 
service ofNlO 
IIM, 
Kozhikode 
(IIMK) 
IISc, 
Bangalore 
llSc, 
Bangalore 
IIT, Delhi 
INSA, Delhi 
Indian 
Statistical 
Institute, 
Bangaloe 
INFLIBNET 
National 
Aerospace 
Lab. (NAL 
National 
Center for 
Radio 
Astrophysics 
National 
Chemical 
Laboratory 
Pune 
National 
Informations 
Center 
National 
Institute of 
Oceanography 
http://dspace.iimk.ac.in/ 
http://eprints. iisc.ernet. in/ 
http://etdnci.iisc.ernet.in/ 
http://eprint.iitd.ac.in/dsapce/ 
http://61.I6.154.195/dspace/ 
http://library.isibang.ac.in:8080/dspace/ 
http://library.isibang.ac.in 
http://nal-ir.nal.res.in 
http://ncralib.ncra.tifr.res.in.ds 
http://dspace.ncl.res.in/ 
http://openmed.nic.in/ 
http://drs.nio.org/drs/ 
607 
12010 
264 
2200 
818 
10 
504 
2521 
22 
407 
1694 
640 
reports, etc 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports, etc 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports, etc 
Theses & 
Dissertation 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
Reports, etc 
Conference 
Papers, 
Article, 
reports. Etc 
(metadata 
only) 
Research 
papers, 
articles. 
Reports, etc 
Research 
papers, 
articles. 
Reports, etc 
Research 
papers, 
articles. 
Reports, etc 
Research 
papers, 
articles. 
Reports, etc 
Reseach 
papers, 
articles, 
reports. 
Theses etc. 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports, etc. 
Journal 
Articles, 
Conference 
Proceeding 
Dspace 
Eprints 
Dspace 
Dspace 
Dspace 
Dspace 
Dspace 
Eprint 
Dspace 
Dspace 
EPrints 
Dspace 
25 
Dspat;e@NiTR 
Digital 
repository of 
RRI 
Vidyanidhi 
Eprints@IIMK 
National 
Institute of 
Technology, 
Rourkela 
Raman 
Research 
Institute 
University of 
Mysore 
Indian 
Institute of 
Management, 
Kozhikode 
http://dspace.nitrkl.ac.in/dspace/ 
http://dspace.rri.res.in/ 
http://vvvvvv.vidhvanidhi.ora.in 
http://eprints.iimk.ac.in/ 
498 
3624 
5000 
153 
Technical 
Reports, 
Theses, 
Dissertations, 
etc. 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports, 
Theses, etc. 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports, 
Theses, etc. 
Theses & 
Dissertation 
Research 
papers, 
articles, 
reports etc. 
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Dspace 
Dspace 
Dsapce 
Eprint 
1.9 Aligarh muslim University 
The establishment of Mohammedan Anglo Oriental (MAO) 
College in 1875 marks one of the most important events in the 
educational and social history of modem India. Its establishment is 
considered as the first significant response of the Indian Muslims to 
the challenges of post 1857 era. It was an important catalyst in a 
process of social change among Muslims. "An epoch in the social 
progress of India" - with these words on his lips Lord Lytton laid the 
foundation stone of the Mohammadan Anglo Oriental College on 
Janua;ry 8, 1877. Nearly eight years later, when the noted Orientalist 
Sir Hamilton Gibb looked back at the history of Muslim Transition 
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from the medieval to the modem way of life, he characterized this 
College as "the first modernist institution in Islam". 
The M.A.O. College was originally affiliated with Calcutta University, 
and was transferred to the Allahabad University in 1885.It was also 
around this time that a movement began to have it develop into a 
university to stand on its own. In 1920, the Act of Indian Legislative 
Council elevated the Mohammedan Anglo Oriental College to the 
status of a Central University and it became the principal Muslim 
Institution in India. Section 2(1) of the AMU Act says the university 
means the "the educational institution of their choice established by 
the Muslims of India". 
AMU occupies an exalted position among Indian Universities and its 
contribution to nation building is in no way inferior to the best among 
the lot. AMU is perhaps the only University in the country, which has 
high schools in its domain. It has as many as five high schools 
including one for the visually handicapped, and two senior secondary 
schools for boys and girls. With more than 30000, students, about 
1400 teachers and some 6000 non-teaching staff on its rolls, it has 12 
faculties comprising a wide spectrum of academic disciplines (95 
departments, 5 institution and 13 centres) and 18 halls of residence 
with 73 hostels. The University offers 325 courses. 
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The University has the Z.H. College of Engineering and 
Technology, Jawaharlal Nehru Medical College, Dr.Ziauddin Dental 
College, Institute of Opthalmology and Food Craft Institute, 
Interdisciplinary Biotechnology Unit, Centre of Advance Study in 
History, Centre of West Asian Studies, Centre of Wildlife, Academic 
Staff College, Women's College, Ajmal Khan Tibbiya College, 
University Polytechnic for boys and girls, separately and Computer 
Centre. The University has a campus spread over 467.6 hectares of 
land. 
1.10 Faculty system of the University 
The Faculty system was introduced in January 1944 during the Vice 
Chancellorship of Dr. Zia-ud-din Ahmad (1941 to 1947). Four 
faculties namely. Theology, Arts, Science and Engineering were 
established. The Faculty of Science was established on 27th March 
1944 and it comprised of Departments of Chemistry, Geography, 
Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Botany, and Zoology. In May 1986, 
the Faculty of Life Sciences (including departments of Botany and 
Zoology) was created. Presently the Faculty of Science comprises of 
seven departments, 
1. Department of Chemistry 
2. Department of Computer Science 
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3. Department of Geography 
4. Department of Geology 
5. Department of Mathematics 
6. Department of Physics 
7. Department of Statistics and Operational Research 
Presently there are 12 faculties in Aligarh Muslim University: 
Faculty of Agricultural Sciences 
Faculty of Arts 
Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Engineering and Technology 
Faculty of Law 
Faculty of Life Sciences 
Faculty of Management Studies and Research 
Faculty of Medicine 
Faculty of Science 
Faculty of Social Sciences 
Faculty of Theology 
Faculty of Unani Medicine 
Faculty of Sports 
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1.11 Statement of problem 
Institutional Repository is the incredible tool, that bring 
together and preserve the intellectual output of an institution, 
universities, Faculties, departments and other administrative entities. 
Large numbers of organization and Universities seeks to store 
digital documents online, which can be easily accessible by its user. 
The present project entitled "developing institutional repository 
of faculties of science and life science using Dspace at Aligarh 
Muslim University" is proposed to develop an institutional repository 
of primary information generated at intuitional level. 
1.12 Need and significance of the project 
The current structure of scholarly publishing does not 
sufficiently satisfy the users' need for broader and faster access to 
scholarly information. Nor does the existing system support the 
librarians' need for sustaining both traditional and electronic journal 
services in a period of increasing journal prices and flat library 
budgets. In addition, uncertainty over who will be responsible for the 
preservation of these licensed digital journals increases the uncertainty 
of long-term access to these resources. 
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In this project, an attempt has been made to develop an 
institutional repository of primary information generated by members 
of science and social science faculties. The "Dspace@AMU" 
institutional repository contains collection of Pre-print of articles , 
research reports submitted for publication, and text of journal articles 
accepted for publication. 
The Dspace@AMU will serve as an institutional repository to 
the faculty, researchers, and students of Aligarh Muslim University. 
1.13 Objective of the project 
The objective of the present project is to: 
1. Develop Institutional repository using Dspace digital library 
software. 
2. Better understanding of technical architecture and functionality 
of the software, which can be helpftil in detailed specification 
and planning, to build up any digital library repository, and 
3. Ultimately accelerate the usage of the Dspace software. 
4. Creating visibility and user friendly access for searching 
scholarly output of Faculty of Science and Life Science at 
Aligarh Muslim University. 
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1.14 Methodology 
A system analysis study was conducted to identify successes, 
obstacles and desired technical requirements of the project. 
To study the functionality and building of Institutional 
repository , DSpace IR software was installed on a computer system in 
department Laboratory. 
Interview was arranged with faculty members to create 
awareness about IR and make them understand about benefits of IRs. 
Intuitional repository includes a variety of information produced by 
faculty members of Faculties of Life science and social science. 
Information was collected by visiting the concerned faculty 
members and convincing them that the articles provided by them; will 
be used only for building Institutional repository on experimental 
research, purposes. And there will not be any substantial or systematic 
reproduction, re-distribution, re-selling, loan or sub-licensing, 
systematic supply or distribution in any form to anyone through this 
experimental institutional repository. The data was also collected from 
institutions' websites and other secondary sources which were 
available online. 
The Institutional Repository is made accessible to the AMU 
community through Local Area Network. 
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1.15 scope and Limitation of Project 
The present project will bring together and preserve the 
intellectual output of Faculties of science and life science will be fruit-
full to the faculty, researchers, and students of Aligarh Muslim 
University. 
Better understanding of technical architecture and functionality 
of the software, which can be helpful in detailed specification and 
planning, to build up any digital library repository in future. 
The following limitation were faced during the course of project: 
• Time constrain. Individual Personal Interview has to be 
arranged with faculty members to create awareness about IR 
and make them understand about benefits of IRs. 
• Because of shortage of time I could not visit and collect data 
from all the departments under the Faculty of Science and Life 
Science. 
• Soft copies of the research publications were not available with 
some of the faculty members 
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The present project consist of research output of only two 
faculties (faculty of science & faculty of life science). 
Conclusion 
Institutional repositories have become a hot topic over the last 
few years, and many institutions around the world are now actively 
considering or working towards implementing them. Institutional 
Repository is a very powerful idea that can serve as an engine of 
change for any Institution. Institutional Repository by capturing, 
preserving and disseminating collective intellectual Capital, serves as 
meaningful indicators of an institution's academic quality. 
The benefit of institutional repositories is that they enable free 
sharing of information, encouraging collaboration and the widespread 
communication of institutional education and research activity. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of Literature 
Review of related literature is very essential for a new research 
topic. The study of related literature implies locating reacting and 
evaluating reports of researches as well as reports of the casual 
observation and opinion that are related to the individual planned 
research project. In any worthwhile study in a field of research, the 
researcher must have aducate knowledge about the work that has 
already been done in the area of research. In brief this chapter presents 
overall review of studies conducted abroad as well as in India in a 
chronological order related to the topic of study. 
Singh (2010) in their article entitled "A library software model in 21 
st century network enviroment" Discuss about Rapid technological 
that have brought a dramatic change in the Resource sharing activities, 
especially open Archive Initatives (OAI) model, enabling the 
dissemination of Research output at international, national and 
regional levels, thus removing the restrictions placed by the 
traditional scientific model. 
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This paper also presents design of a library software , which is 
interoperable in nature and support networking and empolitation of 
web resources apart from automating the library operation. 
Alam, Nurul, pandey«& pragya(2010) in their article entitled "Design 
and development of prototype Astronomical Digital library using 
Greenstone digital library software" provides a mechanism for the 
development of a digital library - Greenstone Astronomical digital 
Image library (GADIL) - for Astonomical images using open source 
software Greestone digital library, and its use for astronomy 
community and educational users in India. 
Arora, Jagdish & Trivedi,Kurti (2010) under the title "Digital 
library consortium : present service and future endeavours" has 
described in their articles major activites, operations and services of 
UGC-INFONET digital library consortium.lt briefly describes 
resources subscribed, major items of negotiation and tenn licence, 
core member universities and associate members access management 
technologies.They also briely touches upon the economics of the 
UGC-INFONET digital library consortium 
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Walsh (2010) under the title " Batch loading collection into Dspace: 
using perl script for Automation and Quality control," describes batch 
loading Workflows developed for the knowledge bank, the ohio states 
unive^rsity's institutional repository .Most of the batch loads utilized 
perl scripts to automate the process of importing Metadata and 
content files.Coustom Perl scripts were used to migrate data from 
spreadsheets or the comma-seperated value files into the Dspace 
Archieves directory format to build collection and tables of contents 
and to provide data quality control. 
Silver, (2009) in his Article titled "Monitoring network and Services 
Availability with open source software" describes the implementation 
of monitoring system using a open source software package to 
improve the availability of services and reduce the response time when 
trouble occurs. He provides the brief overview of literature available 
on monitoring library systems, and then describes the implementation 
of Nagios, an open source network monitoring systems, to monitor a 
regional library system's servers and wide area networks. Particular 
attention is paid to using the plug-in architecture to monitor library 
services effectively. 
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Sastry, Reddy, lokanath (2009) under the title " Digital Repository 
Software Packages: An extended architecture for image handling in 
open source packages," deals with the comparison between DSpace 
and Greenstone. These two digital repositories in various technical 
views. This comparative study would definitely helpftil to the digital 
repository builders. Besides an extensible architecture for image 
handling is proposed which holds good for application in open source 
software. The pilot study results are encouraging to extend further. 
Duranceau, (2008) In his article "The Wealth of Networks and 
institutional repositories: MIT, Dspace, and the future of scholarly 
commons" to examine the concept of the commons as it applies to 
scholarly communication, and in particular to the phenomenon of 
institutional repositories and how they align with evolving practices in 
the exchange of information. It discusses how a culture of openness at 
MIT is manifested in its institutional repository, DSpace, and how the 
MIT Libraries have transformed positions in support of scholarly 
publishing initiatives and the development of a scholarly commons. 
Frank (2008) has reported in his article entitled "Thinking outside the 
librar>' box: considerations in contextualizing digital repositories for 
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the local environment" that now a day's many libraries have 
developed local digital repositories. The main objective of this article 
is to focus on the emerging concepts of digital repositories. The author 
found that now-a-days many libraries are focusing on digitizing their 
collection. The present paper describes the concept and issues related 
to local contextualization of digital repositories. Today the people will 
have to come out from the thinking of "one size fits all" about libraries 
as the expectation of patrons has changed. Institutional repositories are 
basically formed with the aim to make efforts of ensuring access to 
scholarship in long term. These repositories emphasized thougthfull 
planning and implementation of services that are relevant to the local 
environment. 
Nazin and Maya (2008) in their article entitled " open access journals 
and institutional repositories: practical needs and present trends in 
India" throw light on the efforts to provide free online access to 
scientific and scholarly research literature, especillay peer-reviewed 
journal and their preprints. Trends in open access publishing in India 
is also discussed. The data for the purpose was collected from the 
directories of open access journals and institutional repositories. The 
URL of each institutional repository was visited to collect data, case 
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methods was also used. Data was analyzed on some parameters. As a 
results of the study the library and information professionals in India 
realized the importance of open access archieves, IRs and open access 
journals. They also found that India is not only leading in open access 
movements of developing countries, but also making developed 
countries aware of qualitative scholarly literature originating from 
these countries. 
Farreire et.al (2008) reported some ideas under the title "Carrots and 
sticks: some ideas on how to create a successful instutional 
repository" and have explained that how to cope up with the problems 
of slow adaptation and low deposite rates in recently created 
intuitional repository. They have mentioned that it is not a simple task 
to build institutional repository. Therefore, the repository manager 
should do the task of convincing researchers to deposit their 
publication in the institutional Repository. Some value added services 
for users should be provided ,which are combined with financial 
incentives to reward the communities with the highest number of 
deposited items. 
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A study was conducted by Mittal and Mahesh (2008) under the title 
"Digital repositories in India: an evaluative study" aimed to identify 
and evaluate the collections with in Digital Libraries and repositories 
in India available in the Public Domain. Digital Libraries and 
repositories are using Dspace for the creation of Digital repositories. 
These Digital Libraries and repositories were identified through a 
study of literature in India. Digital libraries of India are using custom 
made software. It also gives a comprehensive listing of libraries and 
institutional repositories in India. The collection ion institutional 
repositories in India is a few hundreds. 
Davis, & Connolly, (2007). In there article entitled "Evalueting the 
reasons for none use of Cornell university's Installation of Dspace" 
reports on a three-part evaluative study of institutional repositories. 
We describe the contents and participation in Cornell's DSpace and 
compare these results with seven university DSpace installations. 
Through in-depth interviews with eleven faculty members in the 
sciences, social sciences and humanities, they explore their attitudes, 
motivations, and behaviors for non-participation in institutional 
repositories. 
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Jingfeng (2007) In his paper entitled " Disciplinary repositories in the 
Social Science" the author has tried to find out that why the 
institutional repositories in social sciences could not achieve their 
goals and become popular popular in practice like natural sciences, 
engineering, Medical Science etc. the author found that in social 
science there is a urgent need for rapid data exchange as the natural 
science do. They could learn from successful repositories to improve 
their own operational plans. The paper describes the concept and 
issues related to local contextualization of Digital repositories. 
Mary et. al (2007) discussed in their Articles entitled "Expanding role 
for the institutional repositories" the developments and decisions 
required to supports this range of scholarship beyond bom-digital 
scholarly pre-prints and reports. Travelers in middle east Archives 
(TIMEA), a digital archives that use Dspace and integrates two 
additional systems for presenting digital content which focuses on 
educa tional modules, ArcIMS and makes available dynamics GIS 
(Geographical information system). 
An article "Institutional repositories, self archiving and role of the 
libraries" written by (Nicholas Joint, 2006) based on the opinion 
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collected by the practitioner insights into their cataloguing practice 
and into digital preservation issues, highlights some unresolved 
questions about the practical implication and management of 
institutional repositories. The major findings reveal that the metadata 
creation and the formulation of digital preservation policies for 
institutional repositories require significant resources. The author 
suggests that the libraries and librarians should involve in giving input 
to the metadata and digital reservation activities inherent to build up 
institutional repositories. They should be placed to more attention to 
such tasks. 
Dewing, (2005). This article "Getting maximum benefit for Dspace 
project" aims to convey how one might start to investigate and install 
the DSpace software, how involvement with the software might 
develop, and how best to work with the community of DSpace 
developers and users at each step of the way. 
Westrianen and Lynch (2005) conducted a survey under the title 
"acadmic institutional repository: deployment status in 13 nations as 
of miid 2005" and had tried to take a broader look at the current state 
of deployment of institutional repository in the acadmic sector,and to 
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explore how national policies and strategies were shaping this 
deploymient. As a methodology a questionnaire was distributed among 
the 13 nations to gather information on some of the interplay between 
published national research output and institutional repositories, 
though with limited success. As a result it was found that among the 
surveyed nations Institutional Repositories are becoming well 
established as campus infrastructure components. 
(Ashworth, 2004) In his article entitled "the DAEDALUS projects 
developing institutional repository at Glasglow university; the story so 
far" library staff and authors need to be trained to prepare documents 
in an acceptable format and to submit content to the repository using a 
simple interface. Some libraries, like the University of Glasgow, 
emphasize a fully dedicated service for their faculty members, where 
library's staff manages the whole submission process from metadata 
entry, file conversion to uploading. 
Chan, leslie(2004) in this article entitled "supporting and Enhancing 
scholarship in the digital age: the role of open access institutional 
repositories" this paper examine the emerging trends of university 
based institutional repositories (IRs) designed to capture the scholarly 
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output of an institution and to maximize the researchi impact of this 
output.The relationship of this trend to the open access movement is 
discussed and challenges and opportunities for using IRs to promote 
new mode of scholarship are provided. 
(Genoiii, 2004) In his article entitled content institution repositories a 
collection management issue library management terms of defining 
the collocation, librarians need to establish content management 
policies. Librarians are experienced in selecting, describing, storing, 
and managing information content. They can negotiate with users on 
content priorities such as what metadata to store and present, should 
teaching materials be included, and how to handle successive drafts of 
the same paper. Genoni also suggests that librarians should evaluate 
the performance of the collection and make decisions relating to 
access, conservation, and preservation. 
(Mackie, 2004) In his papers entitled "Filling institution repositories 
practical strategies from the DAEDAWS, project" Ideally, voluntary 
submissions from researchers will seed an IR and sustain its growth. 
The real world is always very different. Researchers may support the 
project in principle, but very few take action voluntarily. Librarians 
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thus have to take a proactive role in garnering content for their 
repositories and work towards a sustainable approach. 
(Young, & Garner, 2004) In a paper entitled "OAI-compliant 
institutional repositories and the roll of library staff: Library 
management" IRs, open access, and self-archiving are unfamiliar 
concepts to most researchers. Advocacy then becomes a crucial aspect 
of any IR project. At the University of Melbourne, librarians visited 
departments, maintained a promotional web site, and showed 
impressive usage statistics on individual papers. They also published 
in their university newspaper and held related seminars 
(Nixon, 2002). In all, the general consensus is that the central 
challenge for developing an IR lies not in its technical 
implementation, but in instilling a change of mindset among 
researchers, to make self-archiving an integral part of their academic 
Hfe. 
Sheau-Hwang Chang (2003) in his article" Institutional Repositories: 
the libraries new role" emphasizes the need to recruit librarians who 
possess digital collection management and Open Archive Information 
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System (OAIS) management skills to implement institutional 
repositories. He also stresses that the success of IR would require 
careful thought -out plans and the intellectual leadership from the 
faculty and the library working in partnership. 
Concliiision:-
After going through the literature it can be said that now-a-days 
digital repositories are becoming an emerging trend. Many institutions 
and organizations are digitizing their collection with the aim of more 
access to scholarly research literature. 
The main objective behind the creation of digital repositories is 
to collect, store, preserve, index and shares the intellectual capital of 
scholar community. Now digital repositories are being considered as a 
practical, cost-effective and strategic means for institutions and 
organizations. 
It can be clear from the review of literature is that various open-
source softwares like Dspace, Eprints, FEDORA, ARNO, i-TOR and 
Greenstone etc. are there to develop digital repositories. 
Developed countries like Australia, Canada, and Germany are 
leading countries of the world that have large number of repositories. 
But in developing countries like India there are still many problems in 
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building digital repositories. Slow adoption and low deposit rates of 
literature are some of the problems which are hurdles in developing 
digital repositories in India. 
To cope up with these problems, it is suggested that repository 
managers with good communication skills and convincing power 
should be appointed. This will enhance the researchers to deposit their 
work. Some value added schemes should be there for the users. As far 
as the researchers are concerned some sort of financial incentives can 
be given to them. Some other incentives should also be there to reward 
the communities with highest number of deposited items. 
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Chapter 3 
DSpace: A Software for Building Institutional 
Repository 
The DSpace system is a digital research repository system that 
was built to address a very real need among academic institutions— 
combating the problem of increasing amounts of scholarly work 
generated by faculty and students that was had sparse viewing and 
suffered from occasional preservation issues. The system, a joint 
venture between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and 
HP Labs, aims at providing an online, electronic repository system 
that stores, can provide organization and preservation services to 
scholarly work, to provide for broader exposure and a longer, if not 
infinite lifespan to such work [Smith et al. 2003]. 
To provide greater detail about the DSpace digital repository 
software. We include architectural diagrams of the DSpace project to 
better illustrate the software's object model, architecture, and internal 
processes. 
3.1 DSpace An Overview 
DSpace is a digital repository system that allows users to 
submit, store, and allow others to read and use information that may 
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have broad appeal. With a specific focus on the preservation of stored 
data, DSpace employs digital preservation flinctions such as the 
storage of checksums along with digital objects in order to keep track 
of and verify a file's conformance with the original. DSpace is an 
open source software project and is entirely written in Java [Dspace, 
2007]. 
DSpace was created breadth first, so that most ftinctionality 
required by organizations seeking to use such a software product was 
covered, in a simple and basic way [Smith, et aL, 2003]. DSpace has a 
developed underlying model that drives the way that users use the 
system, submit and use content, and how administrators can organize 
and configure the system. The software's underlying code base 
provides APIs that administrators and third party applications can use 
to interact with the DSpace system. In order to be more usable to 
different types of users, the software provides a configurable 
submission and workflow process that can be fit to any organization's 
policies and practices [Smith et al., 2003]. 
3.2 DSpace Object Model (Building Collection and Communities) 
DSpace is designed to make participation by depositors easy. 
The system's information model is built around the idea of 
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organizational "Communities"—natural sub-units of an institution that 
have distinctive information management needs. In the case of MIT (a 
large research university), "Communities" are defined to be the 
schools, departments, labs, and centers of the Institute. Each 
Community can adapt the system to meet its particular needs and 
manage the submission process itself 
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Figure 1: DSpace information model 
Items are organized in a hierarchy in which similar items are grouped 
and submitted into Collection of similar content. Communities are the 
highest level of content organization. As such a collection can be in 
more than one Community. Each item stored in a DSpace repository is 
made up of a bundle of bit streams; so as many files can be stored in a 
single digital object as needed. Bitstreams adhere to the Bitstream 
Formats that the system knows about, and DSpace behaves in different 
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ways with different types of objects- e.g., images may have their 
thumbnails displayed while browsing the system. 
3.3 Metadata 
DSpace uses a qualified Dublin Core metadata standard for 
describing items intellectually (specifically, the Libraries Working 
Group Application Profile). Only three fields are required: title, 
language, and submission date, all other fields are optional. There are 
additional fields for document abstracts, keywords, and technical 
metadata and rights metadata, among others. This metadata is 
displayed in the item record in DSpace, and is indexed for browsing 
and searching the system (within a collection, across collections, or 
across Communifies). For the Dissemination Information Packages 
(DIPs) of the OAIS framework, the system currently exports metadata 
and digital material in a custom XML schema while we work with the 
METS community to develop the necessary extension schemas for the 
technical and rights metadata about arbitrary digital formats. 
3.4 User Interface 
DSpace's current user interface is web-based. There are several 
interfaces: one for submitters and others involved in the submission 
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process, one for end-users looking for information, and one for system 
administrators. 
The end-user or public interface supports search and retrieval of 
items by browsing or searching the metadata (all fields for now, and 
specific fields in the near future). Once an item is located in the 
system, retrieval is accomplished by clicking a link that causes the 
archived material to be downloaded to the user's web browser. "Web-
native" formats (those which will display directly in a web browser or 
with a plug-in) can be viewed immediately; others must be saved to 
the user's local computer and viewed with a separate program that can 
interpret the file (e.g., a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, an SAS dataset, 
or a CAD/CAM file). 
DSpace User Interface 
• Web-based. 
• User-friendly and easy to use. 
• Capability to search and retrieve items by using the basic or 
advance search opfions. 
• Browse all items by title, author, subject or issue date. 
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User interface can be used out-of-the-box or can be fully 
customized 
3.5 Technology Platform 
DSpace was developed to be open source, and in such a way that 
institutions and organizations with minimal resources could run it. The 
system is designed to run on the UNIX platform, and comprises other 
open source middleware and tools, and programs written by the 
DSpace team. All original code is in the Java programming language. 
Other pieces of the technology stack include a relational database 
management system (PostgreSQL), a Web server and Java servlet 
engine (Apache and Tomcat, both from the Apache Foundation), Jena 
(an RDF toolkit from HP Labs), OAICat from OCLC, and several 
other useful libraries. All leveraged components and libraries are also 
open source software 
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Figure 2. Dspace architecture, split into application, business logic, and storare 
layers [tansley, bass, Branochofsky, carpenters, Median and stuve, 2005] 
As detailed in the given figure 2: the DSpace architecture is a 
straightforward three-layer architecture, including storage, business, 
and application layers, each with a documented API to allow for future 
customization and enhancement. The storage layer is implemented 
using the file system, as managed by PostgreSQL database tables. The 
business layer is where the DSpace-specific functionality resides, 
including the workflow, content management, administration, and 
search and browse modules. Each module has an API to allow DSpace 
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adopters to replace or enhance that function as desired. Finally, the 
application layer covers the interfaces to the system: the web UI and 
batch loader, in particular, but also the OAI support and Handle server 
for resolving persistent identifiers to DSpace items. This is the layer 
that will get much of the attention in future releases, as we add web 
services for new features (e.g., to support interoperation with other 
systems) and define Federation services across the range of 
institutions adopting DSpace. 
3.6 DSpace Ingestion 
DSpace is the software that serves as a repository and stores 
digital content. In a system with such a goal, perhaps the most critical 
aspect of the system is how that data enters the system. This occurs 
mainly in two ways in DSpace. The web based UI for the software 
allows a user to submit items to collections as long as they are logged 
in as a registered user. When users log in, they go through a 
configurable workflow where they upload and describe their 
submissions. 
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Alternatively, DSpace administrators who have a large amount of 
content to be batch imported may take advantage of the import/export 
functionalities of the system. The Item Importer is a command line 
tool that comes bundled with the system and allows users to import 
collections of content into the system. 
jrchive_directory/ 
item_000/ 
dublin_core.xml 
contents 
fi(e_l.doc 
file_2.pdf 
item_001/ 
dublin_core.xml 
contents 
file_l.prg 
— qualified Dublin Core metadata 
— text file containing one line per filename 
— files to be added as bitstreams to the item 
Figure: 4 DSpace's simple archive format for importing and exporting 
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The Item Importer uses DSpace's simple archive format, which is a 
simple directory structure that holds items for import into the system. 
(An example of a simple archive is given above in Figure4). A top-
level archive directory contains uniquely named directory, each of 
which contains everything necessary to import a single item. Each 
sub-folder is required to contain two files, in addition to the actual 
content to be imported. The required file "dublin_core.xml" contains 
an XML representation of qualified Dublin Core element names and 
the textual content that contains metadata records, including author, 
title, and so on. A plain text "content" file has one line containing the 
filename of each file that will be included in that digital object. Once 
this structure is put in place, the import command can simply be run 
and all content will be imported into the repository. The tool provides 
a "map file" after being run, which details all items that were imported 
and their new location within the system—this file can be helpful in 
future for exports or removal of imported contents. 
3.7 DSpace Workflow 
The DSpace submission workflow system is a crifical part of 
the DSpace architecture that allows submission, processing, and final 
addition of content to the live repository. DSpace's underlying model 
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includes E-People, users who have registered with the system and 
have certain authorizations, roles, rights, and privileges that translate 
abilities to complete certain tasks within the DSpace system. A typical 
submission begins with the system asking the user a couple of 
questions about digital document to be added in the repository and 
number of files involved in the submission. Then the system guides 
the user through the different steps, which are outlined in the 
following 
vVorkflow Step 
1. Describe 
2. Upload 
3. Verify 
4. License 
5. Complete 
[tescriptiod 
User enters metadata about the documetit (s) they are submitting, 
including but not limited to author, title, keywords, and a description. 
The user selects and uploads the files on their local machitie that they 
like to upload as pait of the submission. Each file's t^ 'pe Is identified by 
the system and the user verifies the fi le t/pe 
An oveiviewof all details of the submission is given including a 
summary of the entered metadata and the files involved in the 
submission. 
The user is shown and must agree to the license the system 
adminisbator has assigned to submit cofitent for this collection. 
Tlie user's actions in the submission process are complete. Based on 
the workflow steps set for the collection, the item may immediately be 
added to the collection or have to be leviewed by system 
administratois befoie its addition to die collection. 
Table: 1 DSpace submission workflow overview 
1. Describe User enters metadata about the document (s) they are 
submitting, including but not limited to author, title, keywords, 
and a description. 
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2. Upload The user selects and uploads the files on their local 
machine that they like to upload as part of the submission. Each 
file's type is identified by the system and the user verifies the 
file type 
3. Verify An overview of all details of the submission is given 
including a summary of the entered metadata and the files 
involved in the submission. 
4. License The user is shown and must agree to the license the 
system administrator has assigned to submit content for this 
collecfion. 
5. Complete The user's actions in the submission process are 
complete. Based on the workflow steps set for the collecfion, 
the item may immediately be added to the collection or have to 
be reviewed by system administrators before its addition to the 
collecfion. 
3.8 Disseminate 
The items submitted and archived into the DSpace digital library 
repository can be disseminated and accessed by the users through 
search and browse. DSpace offers users the capability to search 
DSpace for items of interest both simple and advanced. From the 
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DSpace home page, users can browse all items in DSpace by title, 
author, or issue date. 
3.9 Manakin for DSpace 
DSpace is a very mature project. Since its inception in 2000 
there have been many developments and iterations which have 
strengthened the overall feature set, interaction, and configurability of 
the software. Although relating to the separation from the JSP / Servlet 
differentiation of presentation vs. business logic layers, one of the 
greatest issues users of the software experience is a difficulty in 
branding, or creating a customized look and feel, in DSpace's web-
based interface. One project to combat this problem is what Texas 
A&M refers to as their DSpace XML UI project, the current second 
iteration of which is called Manakin [Gongalves, 1999]. Manakin acts 
as a layer above the traditional JSP presentation layer of DSpace and 
allows for each community or collection within the repository to have 
its own look and feel. The software splits up its realization into 
Aspects and Themes [Gongalves, 1999]. Aspects are different parts of 
a DSpace website that can be customized or toggled on and off in a 
DL instance, such as the login mechanism. Themes are the visual 
character of these different Aspects that make up DSpace websites. 
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When combined, these two logical parts of Manakin work together to 
provide a more customizable and attractive web-based interface for 
DSpace. Manakin is an "add on" of sorts to DSpace, so before it can 
be used a working copy of DSpace must be installed and configured. 
3.10 DSpace Future Roadmap 
Many drawbacks of DSpace that have been identified by the user 
community in the past are things that are included to be addressed in 
the published roadmap for DSpace 2.0, which is beginning to be 
formulated and will likely have initial versions released in VA to 2 
years [Ockerbloom, 2007], The new design will have particular focus 
on making the system more scalable by addressing issues to allow 
greater capacity of items, improving the ingestion rate of objects in 
bulk add situations, and making the system's processing more 
concurrent. While some of the largest known DSpace repositories 
contain hundreds of thousands of digital objects, the goal of the new 
system is that the architecture should be able to store and support up to 
10 million items [Ockerbloom, 2007]. There is desire to make the 
system more interoperable, and work in this area will include a much 
more concrete and descriptive object model and core interface, both of 
which would be clearly published in order to better facilitate 
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interoperation for administrators and third parties. Tlie item model will 
be revised to include versioning of items plus other changes. To make 
the nature of the software more plug and play oriented, an extension 
model is being investigated that would greatly ease the difficulty in 
creating and using components that can easily snap into a DSpace 
instance [Ockerbloom, 2007]. 
3.11Features of Dspace 
3.11.1 Largest Community Of Users And Developers Worldwide 
DSpace has over 250 institutions that are currently using the DSpace 
softw£ire within their organization 
in a production or project environment. The most common use is by 
research libraries as an institutional repository, however there are 
many organizations using the software to manage digital data for a 
project, subject repository, web archive, and dataset repository. A 
census of Institutional Repositories in the United States was done by 
CLIR in 2007 and found that DSpace was the preferred Institutional 
Repository system software of the 446 participants in the survey. 
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3.11.2 Completely Customizable To Fit One's Needs 
Some of the key ways that can customize the DSpace appHcation to 
suit one's needs are as follows: 
(a) User interface -
One can fully customize the look and feel of DSpace website so it will 
integrate seamlessly with their own institution's website and can be 
more intuitive for their users. This is possible by using the Manakin 
extension, which is now to release 1.5. 
(b) Ability to Customize the Metadata -
Dublin core is the default metadata format within the DSpace 
application, however one can add or change any field to customize it 
for application. DSpace currently supports any non-hierarchical flat 
name space. However, it is possible to ingest other hierarchical 
metadata schemes into D Space such as MARC and MODS. This 
requires using tools such as crosswalk and having some technical 
capability to map the transfer of data. DSpace is OAI-PMH 
compatible. 
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(c) Ability to configure Browse and Search -
One can decide what fields would like to display for browsing, such 
as author, title, date etc. on DSpace website. One can also select any 
metadata fields would like included in the search interface. All of the 
text within a given item and metadata associated with the item, are 
indexed for fiill text search if desired. 
(d) Configurable database -
One can choose either Postgres or Oracle for the database that DSpace 
manages items and metadata. 
(e) Ability To Choose the Default Language -
The DSpace web application is available in over twenty languages so 
if English is not the local language one can customize. 
3.11.3 Can Manage and Preserve All Types of Digital Content 
The DSpace application can recognize and manage a large number of 
file format and MIME types. Some of the most common formats 
currently managed within the DSpace environment are PDF and Word 
documents, JPG, MPG, TIF files. In the near future files ingested will 
be recognized and validated via the Global Digital format registry 
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(GDFR) and JHOVE application tool. The system provides bit 
integrity checking through MD5 checksum reporting. A History 
system provides an audit trail of all changes to an item and associated 
metadata. 
3.11.4 Used By Educational, Government, Private and 
Commercial Institutions. 
The platform is not only used by higher education institutions, who the 
platform was initially developed for, but also additionally the software 
has broader appeal. Museum, state archives, journal repositories, 
consortiums, and commercial companies to manage their digital assets 
have used the software. 
3.11.5 Can be Installed out of the box 
DSpace comes with an easily configurable web based interface, where 
any system administrator can install on a single Linux or Windows 
box to get started. 
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Chapter 4 
Installing DSpace on Windows 
1. Following other packages to run on Windows platform 
• Java JDK 5 Update 17 
• Apache Ant 1.8.0 
• PostgreSQL 8.1.3-1, an open source relational database 
• Apache Tomcat 5.5.27 
• Apache Maven 2.0.10 
• Manakin 1.1 
• Dspace 1.5.2 
2. Recommended DSpace File Configuration 
a. Java JDK 5 Path : C:\Program Files\Java\jdk-1.5_0_17 
b. Apache Maven Path : C:\apache-maven-2.0.10 
c. Apache Tomcat Path : C:\apache-tomcat-5.5.27 
d. Apache Ant Path : C:\apache-ant-l.8.0 
e. PostgreSQL Path : C:\Program Files\PostgreSQL 
f. DSpace Path : C:\DSpace 
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3. Install the following softwares in sequence: 
a. Install Java JDK 5 
• Run jdk-l_5_0_17-windows-i586-p.exe 
• Install to the default location 
• Finish the Installation 
• Add to PATH : C:\Program Files\java\jdk-l_5_0_17\bin 
[use semicolon to add existing PATH variable] 
• To set PATH right click on My Computer in the desktop 
and click 
• properties » Advanced » Environment Variables » 
System 
Variables » Path 
• Set Environmental Variable (User): 
• Click on New button and give as below. 
• Variable name : JAVA_HOME and Variable value C:\jdk-
1 5 0 17 
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b. Install Apache Maven 2.0.9 
• Unzip the apache-maven-2.0.10.zip to C:\ drive 
• A directory called "apache-maven-2.0.9" will be created. 
• Add the bin directory (C:\apache-niaven-2.0.10\bin) to 
the system path. 
• Use semicolon before adding the new path. 
Make sure JAVA_HOME is set to the location of your 
JDK. 
Open a new command prompt and run "mvn —version" to 
verify that it is 
correctly installed 
vti'i \&u- ^ Azad 
Ur-, r r^^\¥>* 
'•< V , 
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c. Install apache tomcat 5.5.27 
Run apache-tomcat-5.5.27 
Click Next 
Click "I agree" 
Click ^Next 
Destination Folder ->: C:\Apache Software 
Foundation\Tomcat 5.5 
Port -> 8080 
Usemame -> admin 
Password -> admin 123 
Click Next 
Browse the jre Path location which should be at : 
C:\Program 
Files\Java\jre 1.6.0 
Click Next 
Click Finish 
Start the Apache Tomcat Service 
Open http://localhost:8080/ 
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d. Install apache ant 1.8.0 
Unzip the file apache-ant-1.8.0.zip to C:\ 
Add to PATH : C:\apache-ant-l.8.0\bin [use semicolon to add 
existing 
PATH variable] 
Set Environmental Variable (user): 
Variable name : ANT_HOME Variable value : C:\apache-ant-
1.8.0 
System Propert ies 
Environrnpnt Varlahles 
System varjahte<: 
? iX 
Variable 
ANT HOME 
ComSpec 
FP NO HOST C... 
IftVA HOME 
LenovoTe l^rL ogRle 
Value 
C: \apache-«* - l .6.5 
C: \WiaNDOWS\cyst-em32VcTnd. exe 
N O 
C:\Program Files\3ava^jdkl .S.0_17 
D: \l:estWpte5t\.. \dal:etin»e. dal: 
<% 
i i 
>«i: 
New Eclil: 
OK 
Delate 
Coi n-cl 
IW. n Lancel 
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e. Install PostgreSQL 8.4.2-1 
Run postgresql-8.4.2-l-windows.exe 
Click Next 
Install to C:\Program Files\PostgreSQL (default location) 
Data directory -> C:\Prograni Files\PostgreSQL\8.1\data 
Password -> password 
Click Next 
Port: 5432 
Click Next (3 times) 
Finish 
Open PostgreSQL Database Server 8.0 and click Connect 
Right click at Role -> new login role 
Username : dspace 
Password : dspace 
Right click at Database 
Create a new database "dspace" owned by user "dspace" 
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f. Install DSpace 1.5 release 
• Unzip the file dspace-1.5.2-release.zip to C:\ 
• Edit the file C:\dspace-1.5.2-release\dspace\config\dspace.cfg 
and add the drive name (C:\) of your dspace installation. 
e.g :- dspace.dir = C:\DSpace 
• Save the file 
• Create a folder "DSpace" on C:\ 
• Ensure the postgreSQL service is running 
• Generate the DSpace installation package by running the 
following from commandline (cmd) from your 
C:\dspace-1.5.2-release\dspace directory mvn package. 
• This will generate the DSpace installation package in 
your C:\dspace-
1.5.2-release\dspace\target\dspace-1.5.2-build.dir\ directory 
• Initialize the DSpace database and install DSpace to 
C:\DSpace by opening the command-line prompt and 
running the following command line from your \dspace 
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1.5.2-release\dspace\target\dspace-1.5.2-build.dir: ant fresh_install 
• Create an administrator account, e.g assuming C:\DSpace 
is where your DSpace installation is: 
C :\DSpace\bin\dsrun org.dspace.administer.CreateAdministrator 
(then enter required info, please insert your existing/real email address 
account and password: dspace) 
Copy the web application directories from 
C:/DSpace/webapps to Tomcat's webapps directory, 
which should be in C:/apache-tomcat-5.5.27/webapps. 
Alternatively, tell your Tomcat installation where to find 
your DSpace web application(s). As an example, in the 
<Host> section of your C:/apachetomcat-
5.5.27/conf/server.xml you could add lines similar to the 
following (but replace [Dspace] with your installation 
location): 
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<!— DEFINE A CONTEXT PATH FOR DSpace JSP User 
Interface ~> 
<Context path="/ispui" docBase="[dspace]\ webapps\jspui" 
debug="0" reloadable="true"cachingAllowed="false" allow 
Linking="true"/> 
<!—DEFINE A CONTEXT PATH FOR DSpace OAI User 
Interface ~> 
<Context path="/oai" dacBase="[dspace]\webapps\oai" 
debug="0" reloadable="true" cachingAllowed="false" allow 
Linking="true"/> 
• Start the Tomcat service 
• Browse http://Iocalhost:8080/jspui 
• You could see the DSpace home page!! 
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To Start / Stop Services 
Two Services are required for DSpace, and the Service names are 
given below: 
Apache Tomcat 
Postgre SQL Database Server 8.0 
To start services, go to 
S t a r t » Run » services.msc 
Select the "Service" to be started from the list and Right 
Click the Service. 
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Chapter 5 
Building of Dspace@AMU Institutional Repository 
Each DSpace implementation is unique. While the technology is 
fairly easy to install and setup, designing and building institutional 
repository service with DSpace requires planning upfront, before we 
build the technology platform and launch service. To help plan and 
build DSpace implementing, offer planning tools and content focused 
on each stage of DSpace project: 
5.1 Defining DSpace Service Offering 
DSpace is a flexible and powerful digital repository system. 
Before build the technical infrastructure of a system, it's important to 
define exactly how to plan to use the system and what type of service 
will offer. For example, MIT uses DSpace as a repository for digital 
research and student theses and has plans for DSpace to serve as the 
digital archive for all of MIT digital course materials. Cambridge 
University also will use DSpace for research and theses but will 
explore the possibility of using DSpace to manage university 
administrative records. Others might use DSpace as a publishing 
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platform, or simply as a pre-print archive (or a combination of all 
these uses). 
The investigator used the Dspace as a Repository for Primary 
Information Generated in the form Research Articles by the Faculty 
Members of Science and Life Science Faculties. 
5.2 Creating Service Support Infrastructure 
Just as a technical staff will assemble the DSpace technical 
infrastructure; need to assemble the infrastructure of the DSpace 
service as well. Building a DSpace service requires input and planning 
from several sectors of a research institution: library staff and 
administrators, faculty, and institution leaders. 
The investigator in build Dspace@AMU also required input and 
planning from several sectors of The University. 
5.3 Getting started 
For starting Dspace ,we first go to Run command window (Figure 5), 
and type command "service.msc" and press Enter button or click OK 
button 
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Run 
Open: 
l?!'x 
Type the name of a program, Folder, document, or 
Internet resource, and Windows w i open it for you. 
199WBgBHB '^<i| 
1 OK 1 Cancel Browse... 
Figure 5. run window 
Services screen(Figure 6) appears next. 
•"- Services 
Ne Action View He^ p 
«- -"» |ffil| 0 © ^ S • > • ! ! • • 
%kKfl^^9w 
1 
" i Services (Local) 
Select an tern to view ts descrpCion. 
\ Extended X Stand^d / 
Name 
%AdobeLM Service 
^Alerter 
%Apache Tomcat 
^Ap()ication Layer G.. 
%Apptcation Manage.. 
%Applcation Updater 
% ASP.NET Slate Ser... 
%Aud» Service 
^Autodesk Licensing.. 
^Automatic Updates 
%Avira AntiVir Gua^ d 
%AviraAntiVvSched... 
%BackgroundInteig... 
%Bluetooth Service 
< 
Description 
AdobelMS... 
Notfiessel... 
Apache To... 
Provides s... 
. Providess... 
Automadca... 
Providess... 
Manages a... 
. Anchorser... 
Enables th... 
Offers per... 
Service to. . . 
Transfers ... 
Handesins... 
UJlDlfx! 
status i # 1 
Started 
Started 
Started 
Started 
Started 
Started 
Started 
Started ^ 
Figure 6. Services window 
From the above appeared screen (Figure 6) select Apache Tomcat and 
start the services, then select Postgresql and starts its services also. 
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Next start the web browser installed on the server and type the 
specified URL in this case it is http://localhost:8080/jspui and press 
Enter button. 
Dspace User-interface (Figure 7) below will appear on the 
computer screen, meaning Dspace has started. 
«• C 0 IOC*0«tH.* i . .••;^,n,' 
^ g * K f About DSoace Software 
S e a n i i ospace 
* Home 
3: ColigetHJns 
* Issue Dsxe 
* -author 
* Subject 
^gnonto: 
>Dcigte: 
• £(iit Profite 
' About DSDdce 
DSpace at Mv Unversity > 
Dspace is Live 
Welcame to our d^ta l repositorv of My Unrversity research! 
More exciting news to appea* here. 
Search 
Enter some text n the box befew to seardi DSpace. 
1 @ 
Communides in DSpace 
choose a coRvnuiity to browse rts cniections. 
E M i i L M D C j l u a U i S n a 
F*;j!tv of Ufe SriefK^^ 
Facultv of Scence 
6 
Usehil 
Links 
\ 
1 
Aligarh Muslim a 
Untver-,itv .* 
Lwectar^ ^ 
of open J 
iccesi ! 
s j^jistry cf 'i 
•pe r .:? 
rGDOsitcnes 
i 
1 1 
Figure 7 Dspace Home page 
SIGN ON TO INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY 
When we access an area of the institutional repository that requires 
authorization, the system will require us to log in. All users can 
register to become subscribers. Some restricted functions, such as 
content deposit, require authorization from the specific collection 
adminstrators. 
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we can sign on to the system if we: 
• wish to subscribe to a collection and receive e-mail updates 
when new items are added 
• wish to go to the "My Dspace" page that tracks our 
subscriptions and other interactions with institutional repository 
requiring authorization (if we are a depositor for a collection, 
for instance.) 
• wish to edit our profile 
Before we log in for the first time, we will need to click on "register 
with institutional repository" and follow the instructions. After that, 
we will need to enter our e-mail address and password in the log-in 
form that appears. Our e-mail address should include your 
username and domain name. It is not case sensifive. 
| > D5pace rf Hr U M H t r Log 
hyttugj 
Log I n to DSpace 
n-n U5«r7 aw* Kara to mistar. 
Please enter your e-mai adikess and pssswtMd into the fonn tielow. 
E«n«m»ir»: 1 1 
V6C TT^k y^^G SQf'.w^'i C o p y n ^ t O 2(H32-20O9 The DSpace Fo*« la tmn - ts_s^^^ 
- s' 
Figure 8. Dspace@AMU Log In page 
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Enter e-mail address and password 
Example: abdullah.kingdom@gmail.com 
Then we type the password exactly as we entered it originally. 
It is case sensitive. Then click on the "log in" button to continue. 
5.4 Making Dspace communities 
To create communities in Dspace we have to first log in as 
administrator. Once we have log in as Administrator, click on 
communities & collection Button. Following screen (Figure 9) below 
Appears on the Computer Monitor 
About DSpace Software 
Citttflfiyt) 
ssarchDspace Commuiiities and CoHectioRs **'* 'TO«'» 
I Go| I CreateTo|>^.ewlCommuMv. 
Adv J ^ b Shown below IS a fcst Of communities and the cwtectKXK and sub-cwnmunities withffi them. Cliclc on a 
ftqvWTtM >ginP ^ j ^ jp ^ig^ ^ ^ j community or coiection home page. Admm Helo... 
-* Home 
Browse af A a r k B l f ral sc 
co^ ,^^ t,e, " P g n r t w e n t of Aarkwltwue Economic? an<l Bii$tHC$? wiaBaaemgnt 
"* 6. Collections ' Published Articles Qt faculty member 
„ . • Suppression of Nematode Pnnulations with Animal By-products 
-• issue Date 
-* Author 
^ Tjtte " Pepartwewt of Plant ProtecttoB 
- subieet " Pepartment of post-Harvest Enqlneerlm anJ Teclmolofy 
sjgnonto: * faculty of Life Science 
Receive email " Pepaftwcpt of Blo-chewlstry 
"* updatas " Measurement and Significanre nf 3-Nitrotvrosirie in Systemic LUPUS Ervtfiematosus 
^ My DSpace 
••*°™^'~" o Departmeiit of Botany 
* Edit Profile • Primary Information Generated by Faculty Member 
* Administer • 
Figure 9. Dspace@AMU Communities and collection page 
On top right of the Above screen (Figure 9) appear a Button under the 
title Admin Tools (figure 9.1) below 
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Admin Tools 
Create Top-Level CommunKy. 
Admin Help... 
Figure 5.1 Dspace@AMU "create top-level communities" button in 
communities and collection page 
Click on the button "Create Top-Level Community" (Figure 
9.1).which bring us to the (Figure 10) below. 
D(|nM«U«J 
iLM.m.»mftt* About DSpace Software 
Collections 
• '..roups 
Items 
Bitstream Fcrmat 
Peas try 
wortflow 
QSB^Ce 3t My University > 
Administer > 
Create Cofmnunity Help... 
"* Authonzation 
* Edit News 
•* Supervisors 
* St^tigi;.!;; 
"* Withijrjwn Items 
"* htSiE 
-* Log Out 
Name: 
Short Description 
Introductory text (HTML): 
Copyright text (pttrnt text ) : 
1 
1 
side battmH (HIML): 
Figure 10. Dspace@AMU create community page 
Fill in the fields in create community page (figure 10) to name and 
describe the type of community it will be in Dspace@AMU 
institutional repository. 
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Example : Faculty of science 
Next click on "create" button on the below left hand side of the 
Dspace@AMU create community page (Figure 10) above. 
LbpacattMnl 
About DSpdce Software 
«bdu««h.rtatM«g... DSpace at My Uniyersity > 
•«r*Dsp«« Faculty Of Medkene 
Ajvmncii ijgjiTh Community home page 
Browse 
^ Commi^nitifi'; 
& Collsrtinns 
•* Issue Dalp 
* Author 
- IlUa 
* Sub lent 
Sign on to: 
^ Receiyjft Rmail 
, My PSpjce 
aulhonz«d weo 
* Edit Profila 
^ Administer 
Fjcu«r<ifMeifc«neMi 
, | r< le | l A J t w l I Issue Dae | 
ISUydl 
Admin Tools 
[ Cre^e cotection I 
[ Create StJKrofnmuniiy] 
[ Export Communily [ 
[ Export (migrate) Commuwty j 
Acfentn Help... 
Recent Subrnissk)ns 
Figure 11. Dspace@AMU community home page 
commutity under the said name is being created 
COLLECTIONS 
The institutional repository content is organized around 
collections which can correspond to administrative entities such as 
faculties, schools, departments, labs and research centers. Each 
collection may contain an unlimited number of items. This 
organization gives instutional repository the flexibility to 
accommodate differing needs by allowing groups to: 
• Decide on policies such as: 
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- - who contributes content 
- - whether there will be a review process 
- - who will have access 
• Determine workflow - reviewing, editing, metadata 
• Manage collections 
Each collection has its own entry page displaying information, 
news and links reflecting its interests and those of the people who 
create it. 
Collections can be organized around a topic, by type of information 
(such as working papers or datasets) or by any other sorting method 
a group finds useful in organizing its digital items. Collections can 
have different policies and workflows. 
5.5 Naming and Describing new collections with in Communities 
and/or sub-communities 
The institutional repository content is organized around collections 
which can correspond to administrative entities (communities and sub-
communities) such as faculties, schools, departments, labs and 
research centers. Each collection may contain an unlimited number of 
items. 
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Once a community or a Sub-community (administrative entitles) has 
being created we have to describe the collection under these 
administrative entities. In describing the collection we have check the 
boxes in (Figure 12) Dspace@AMU describe the collection page, 
option which best describes the collection. 
About DSpace Software 
Describe the Collection 
Please check the boxes next to the statements that apply to the collection. More -lelp... 
[^ New Jtems should be puUidy readable 
(^ Some users M M be oMe to si4inill to this colection 
Q The subnWssion workflow wM indude an accept/rejeti step 
Q The si^Mntssion worMow wM include dn acc^it/reject/edit metadatm step 
[ ] Ttie submission woricflow wM include an eciW^fneradaCa step 
Q This coNection wM have iteleqated cofcction administrators 
Q New submissions wiH have some metadata already faed out with defaufts 
\^5C u ? J 7 DSoace Software C o p y n ^ C 2002-2009 The OSpace Fotjndation - Feedback 
Figure 12. Dspace@AMU describe the collection page 
After checking in the boxes in (Figure 12.) above; click the next 
button on right hand side comer. Following window (Figure 13.) will 
come on computer monitor. 
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About DSpace Software 
Describe the Collection 
ShoMmin Sftoncommmitf homepage 
1 Short Descript ion: 
KTML, shown m center of coflecbon home page. &e Mre to endose m <p> </P> tagsi 
Introductory text: 
Pleintext, shown at bottnm of ooiection home pOQe 
Copyr igM t e x t : 
HTML, shown on rif^-hjnd side of oolecbon home page. 6e sure to enclose in <p> </P>tagsf 
Side bar t e x t : 
Figure 13. Dspace@AMU describe the collection page 
Fill in the fields of Name of the collection with a name which best 
describe the type of content in it. 
Example: Primary information generated by members 
In short description field give a short description about the collection. 
Example: the pre-print version of research papers that have been 
published in different journals. 
In introductory text box give the description about the purpose of 
collection. 
Example: These paper are useful to research scholars, student 
and teachers as they can get all the primary information generated in 
the institution at one place.remember to enclose the text in <p> </p> 
as this text will appear in HTML format. 
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In copyright text box write about the copyright issues if they are 
associated with the content of collection. 
In the side bar text box give some extra information regarding the the 
collection . it should also be enclosed in <p> </p> as the information 
in this box also appears in HTML format. 
In logo box we can upload any logo that represent the collection in 
pictorial form. 
Now click on "creaf buttom on the below left hand side of screen 
(Figure 13) above. 
Following screen (Figure 10) below will appear on computer monitor. 
DspaooftAini 
C c m j J ****** ^ '^  
About DSPoce Software 
Authorization to Submit 
who has pennssion to submit new items to th^ colection? 
More Help. . 
You can change this tater using the relevant sections of the DSpace admin Ul. 
Chd< on the 'Select £-peopte' button to choose e-pe«ple to CMdt on the "Select GnMps" button to choose groups ti 
sddtotheiKt. addtothelKt. 
I SeJed E-peopte. . | j Remowe Selected | I Setecl Grotys- | | Remow Selected) 
a 
Figure 14. Dspace@AMU authorization to submit page 
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In screen (Figure 14) above we can authorize (select and remove) e-
people (people who can electronically submit to the collection) and 
groups on Dspace@AMU. 
After selecting and removing e-people and groups we have to press 
"Next" button on right hand side below on screen (Figure 14.) above. 
Next screen (Figure 15.) below is displayed on the computer screen. In 
this screen (Figure 15.) we can edit any of the field created on the 
screen (Figure 13.) above. 
vDcrMettUN 
Communiiiesi/ 
Colteftior5 
' E-people 
• Groups 
• llsna 
Registry 
Bitstream F-ormat 
Registry 
• Workflow 
• Authorzatror 
' Edit New^ 
, Edit DefauH 
License 
• Statistics 
Withdrawn Hems 
D5pdce ^t My University > 
Administer > 
Edit Collection 123456789/77 
• HelB 
• Log Out 
1 Detele tins CoBecti 
Nome: 
Short Description 
IntnNhictory text (HTML): 
Copyright text ( p M n text): 
!!LJ 
Pnrinry Mbnnatien Genenlnf by F a a ^ Mcmhcr 
«de bar text (H1ML): 
Figure 15. Dspace@AMU edit collection page 
After editing the fields in screen (Figure 15.) we click the button 
"Create" on the screen (Figure 15.) above. 
Following screen a (Figure 16.) below appears on the computer 
screen. 
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Logged m as 
abduHAh. ftat«s#g.,. 
flOQOUtl 
Search OSpacs 
"* Hprng 
Browse 
^ CommLinities 
a CoHections 
"* IssiK Date 
• Author 
* Titie 
"*• Sofaiect 
Sign on to: 
^ Receive gm^jt 
_, My DSpai;e 
suthomed usen 
-• Edit Profile 
"* Administer 
Faculty of Medkene 
Community home page 
be { faa ty DfMntcene 
SeardlfM-l 
" * " " " |ai.^||™e||> 
lleoj 
4 
^litwf { 1 Issue Date [ 
Collectioiis In this commanity 
Primary Information Generated hv Faculty Member na 
Took 
I Create coiection] 
[ Create Sufa-cowwTXjn<y | 
[ Expon Cpn¥nuniy [ 
[ Export (migrate) CoffimuWy | 
AdmirrHato... 
Recent Siixnissions 
Figure 16. Dspace@AMU community home page 
This screen (Figure 16.) is the final page of the of the collection 
"Primary information generated by faculty members" under the the 
main community "Faculty of Medicine". 
5.6 Making submission (items) on already existing collection 
All users can register to become subscribers. Some restricted 
functions, such as content deposit, require authorization from the 
specific collection adminstrators.so Before we log in for the first 
time, we will need to click on "register with institutional repository" 
and follow the instructions. After that, we will need to enter our e-
mail address and password in the log-in form that appears. Our e-
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mail address should include your usemame and domain name. It is 
not case sensitive. 
About DSpace Software 
<r •< 
Lo0 In to OSpace 
New user? CBch here to reyirtw. 
Ptease erter your e-mai! adikess and password into t t « ftvm beknr. 
^ ! E ^ 
[^3 
P5pji;s Software Copyright C Zt)02-2009 The DSpace Ftamdation * Feedtaci^  
Figure 17. Dspace@AMU Log In page 
Enter e-mail address and password 
Example: abdullah.kingdom@gmail.com 
Then we type the password exactly as we entered it originally. 
It is case sensitive. Then click on the "log in" button to continue. 
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When we click on Log in button following screen (Figure 18.) appears 
' f e w ' ^ A b o u t DSpace s o f t w a r e •' 
iaSl 'LS** , . . 358iK i\ My '/n.v?riH> > jj 
se«cho%»ca Mv DSoacc: abdullab abssD ysiiu.' 
fttffMRrt H i n , h [ Start a New SuttrraeeHn 1 [ Viei*Acceftf^Sii>m(5SiOR5| 
* Hcrng 
Set f o j f SuOSiTiO'i^ns 
Browse j^ 
_, :QrTi"iuniti«s I I 
a Coltections i i 
* [ssue Date 
* AUthQt 
* Title '•'? 
•* 5u(j^ect 1 
Sign onto: f 
^ Receive tw^ -
authttrtFetf uaan 
* EcJtt Pruflte 
* A(Jrrirw5:e'' g 
Figure 18. Dspace@AMU My Dspace: Abdullah ahsan page 
Next we click on "Start a New Submission" Button. 
Following Screen (Figure 19.) Appears on computer monitor 
«- C OiocaKMCiia'-jip.jfiiiriit i: \ 
About DSpace So f twa re 
Submit: Choose Collection 
SetecT the co iec t ion ytx j wish to submrt an i tem t o fmm the l<st below, then c i ck "Nei t f . M o n Help... 
[ H e r t > | j C a i c e l l 
G o t o 
DSpace Hoine 
W-liyy DSnaceSoftwa-e C o p v n ^ O 2002-2009 The DSpace Foundation - ^ e s i t i ^ 
Figure 19. Dspace@AMU submit: choose collection 
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Choose Collection 
Select Collection: 
Click on the arrow at the right of the drop-down box to see a list of 
Collections. Move your mouse to the collection into which you 
wish to add your item and click. 
Click on the "next" button to proceed, or "cancel/save" button to 
stop and save or cancel your deposit. 
1> PSpam^My l » i u * / : Of 
' ^ * ^ About DSpace Seft ' 
^ H j j j j ^ ^ D&scibe Descnbe Uptoad venly License Ccaip*«e 
Submit: Describe this I tem 
Please c h e d the boxes next to the statements that apphr to this subrwssnr. Mare hwlr . 
O ThcftenilMsnMrethaianefJtl^e.g.atn9fBta(edtMe 
n nMilMnhMbaatiiMMKhadarpuMklvdKtAiAMlbafara 
O TlwKamooncMs of mom l *M one Me 
W - i y i f DSpace Software Copvnght C 2002-2009 The D^jace Feiuidation - Feectoacl^ 
Figure 20. Dspace@AMU submit: describe this item- page 1 
If we respond "yes" to any of the questions on this page, you will be 
presented with a modified input form tailored to capture extra 
information. Otherwise you will get the "regular" input form. 
> More than one title - Sometimes an item has more than one 
title, perhaps an abbreviation, acronym, or a title in another 
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language. If this is the case, and you want this information 
captured, click in the "yes" box. 
> Previously issued - New items that have NOT been 
previously published or distributed will be assigned an issue 
date by the system upon Dspace@AMU distribution. If you 
are entering older items that have already been distributed or 
published, click in the "yes" box. we will receive a form 
prompting you for several pieces of information relating to 
publication. 
> Multiple files - An item can consist of more than one file in 
Dspace@AMU. A common example of this would be an 
HTML file with references to image files (such as JPG or 
GIF files). Another example of this would be an article 
supplemented with a video simulation and a data file. If you 
are depositing more than one file for this item, click in the 
"yes" box. 
Click on the "next" button to proceed, or "cancel/save" button to stop 
and save or cancel your deposit. 
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About PSpoce Sof tware 
I 
^ D e s c n b e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Desoibe l|p4cad Ven^ License C o n ^ t e 
Submit: Describe this I tem 
Please f i i m the requeued rrfonnation about tfnts S IAMBSIOT below In most browsers, you can u?e the tab key to move trte cursor to the neirt r p i r t tiox or but ton, to save you 
hgwnq to use the mouse each t»ne if- ' j re hek. . 
Enter Ihe itamet of « K Mjttxrrt (rf ttu *em bdiM. 
i a r t name Rrsf n^meis) * 'Jr' 
eg. mmUt e.g. i~ 
ii 
Enter » « r»«m Wtte of the * 
PtcMe 9rve the date at [trevwiM tM^taabon or pubiK dutrtxilKXi betoi*. TMI can leave tMt the day and/w ^M^I^ < Iher wen \ ooislK^iUe. 
OMe o l H M W Month, f^ ,^10 (^1) » Oar- " * ' » * ' 
Ei*Br the TMnte ol the piiAthCT «f the previDtHfy n^ued •raUnoc ri ttws « 
EnlerAcfiCMidardcdabarifDrateiKvvnuftir ifMfrdirtftirice nfthts Aem 
Figure 21. Dspace@AMU submit: describe this item- page 2 
The information you fill in on these two screens will form the 
metadata record that will enable users to retrieve your item using 
search engines. The richer the metadata, the more "findable" your item 
will be, so please take the time to fill in as many fields as are 
applicable to your item. 
Author: 
This can be a person, organization or service responsible for creating 
or contributing to the content of the item. By clicking on the "Add 
More" button you can add as many authors as needed. Examples: 
Authors jSmith |John D Jr. Add More 
If the author is an organization, use the last name input 
box for the organization name: 
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Authors U of M Parallel Performance 1 Add More 
Title: 
Enter the full and proper name by which this item should be known. 
All Dspace@AMU items must have a title! 
Title Development of a new programming language 
Other Title: (note - this input box appears only if you indicated on the 
first page that the item has more than one title.) 
If your item has a valid alternative title, for instance, a title in another 
language or an abbreviation, then enter it here. Example: 
other Titles jUn nouveau langage de programmation Add More 
Date of Issue: (note - this input box appears only if you indicated on 
the first page that the item has been previously published or 
distributed. If Dspace@AMU is the first means of distribution of this 
item, a date will be assigned by the system when the item becomes a 
part of the repository.) 
If your item was previously published or made public, enter the date 
of that event here. If you don't know the month, leave the default "no 
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month"; otherwise select a month from the drop-down box. If you 
don't know the exact day, leave that box empty. 
Date of Issue Month.-j February JjOaj/'.-jIS Year:\200S 
Publisher: (note - this input box appears only if you indicated on the 
first page that the item has been previously published or distributed.) 
Enter the name of the publisher of this item. 
Citation: (note - this input box appears only if you indicated on the 
first page that the item has been previously published or distributed.) 
Enter citation information for this item if it was a journal article or 
part of a larger work, such as a book chapter. For journal articles, 
include the journal title, volume number, date and paging. 
For book chapters, include the book title, place of publication, 
publisher name, date and paging. 
Series/Report No.: 
Some of the collections in Dspace@AMU are numbered series such as 
technical reports or working papers. If this collection falls into that 
category, then there should be a default value in the Series Name box 
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which you should not change, but you will have to fill in the assigned 
number in the Report or Paper No. input box. Examples: 
Series Name 
Series/Report No. jSoftware Report 
Report or Paper No. 
|SR-133 Add More [ 
Identifiers: 
If you know of a unique number or code that identifies this item in 
some system, please enter it here. Click on the arrow to the right of the 
input box, and select from one of the choices in the drop down menu. 
The choices refer to: 
Govt.doc # - Government Document Number - e.g. NASA SP 8084 
ISBN - International Standard Book Number - e.g. 0-1234-5678-9 
ISSN - Intemafional Standard Serial Number - e.g. 1234-5678 
ISMN - International Standard Music Number - e.g. M-53001-001-3 
URI - Universal Resource Identifier - e.g.. 
http://www.dspace.org/help/submit.html 
Other - An unique identifier assigned to the item using a system other 
than the above 
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Type: 
Select the type of work (or genre) that best fits your item. To select 
more than one value in the list, you may have to hold down the "ctrl" 
or "shift" key. 
Language: 
Select the language of the intellectual content of your item. 
Langui^e French j j 
Click on the "next" button to proceed, or "cancel/save" button to stop 
and save or cancel your deposit. 
^h^ff • • » * * About DSpace Software 
~ 1 
{ ' D e s c n b e X l ^ ^ s c n & e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P Upload Verrty License Corrplete 
Submit: Describe this Item 
Pfcww fl further jnfnmutnn about t tM subfiKSion below :More Help ") 
Eiter ifipreprute idiiect ker*f()r^ or phraiet bekm. 
Sidiject KeyvHHilf f 
Enter (he ifatract (if « « i l n n brioM. 
Abstract 
EntET the name* of « ¥ sptnnn O I M I ^ findmg oodet in the box bei 
Sponsors 
briBT 9*f oner detcripbM er commsts in Itis txix. 
OescrfpQoni 
i 
iAddMofsl 
M . 
!l 
Figure 22. Dspace@AMU submit: describe this item-page 3 
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Sponsors: 
If your item is the product of sponsored research, you can provide 
information about the sponsor(s) here. This is a freeform field where 
you can enter any note you like. Example: 
Sponsors 
This work was sponsored by the National 
Science Foundation under contract no. NSF-
12345. 
J 
d 
Description: 
Here you can enter any other information describing the item you are 
depositing or comments that may be of interest to users of the item. 
Click on the "next" button to proceed, or "cancel/save" button to stop 
and save or cancel your deposit. 
^ ^  
^DescTibe^pescnbe^Desaibe^ Vecity Licerse uornjtete 
Submit: Upload a File 
please enter tfw rwme of the file on your locai hard drrye cofrespondMg to ifout item If you cick "Brawse. .', a new MnOow W appear m wtiich you car locate arxJ setect the fie 
on your locaJ fwrd dnve. More Hstp. . 
Piease atto note Ihat the D^fiact sf i teni n ab4« to preserve the awWent of oeft»it» types trfHet better than rthcf types. Infarmatior abnut file tipcs ynJ levels of iucnort for f jt^h ^rp avjitable. 
|<l'n»ii»it| |t4na>| lO i c t l lS jo l 
vg:;rvf "^pacg scftwai-e Copyfight O 2002-2009 The DSpacs Fouretaooo - Fgednack 
Figure 23. Dspace@AMU submit: upload a file 
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There are two methods of entering the name of the file you wish to 
upload: 
1. Type the full path and file name into the input box and then click 
on the "next" button in the lower right hand corner of the screen, 
2. Click on the "browse" button and a window showing your files will 
appear. You can navigate through your directories and folders until 
you find the correct file to upload. Double-click on the file name 
you wish to upload, and the name will be entered into the input 
box. 
Note; If you are using the Netscape browser, the default file type will 
be set to "HTML files", so you may not see all of your files. 
Once the correct file name is in the input box, click on the "next" 
button to proceed. 
File Description 
If you specified at the beginning of the deposit process that you had 
more than one file to upload for this item, you will see an input box 
marked "File Description". The informadon you provide here will 
help users to understand what information is in each file, for instance, 
"main article" or "images" or "computer program" or "data set". Enter 
file descriptions for each item, and click on the "next" button to 
proceed. 
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About DSpace Software 
^Descn iyey^pescT\ t ) e ^ ( p e s c r l > ^ ^ ^ m | | ^ Verly License Corrp(«e 
Submit: File Uploaded Successfully 
Your file vras successtuMy uploaded. 
Here are ttw det^s of the fite you have uploailed. Please checl; the detafe before going to the next step, vcre Metp. . 
File Size File Format 
: 88,598 bytes Adobe PDF ('known') 
[ Ciicfchere itHs is the iwrong farma ] 
I Clicfc here iflhre is the wrong fee 1 
You can verify that the fie has been uploaded correctty by: 
• ClKbng on the fier\stne ^KJVB. This wM download the file in a new browser wwidow, so that you can check the contents. 
• The system can C3k>^te a chect<swri you c^n venfy. Zl.ck he'? fcf more nfannation. \ Showchedtsuws J 
|<Prewous| [rilei(l>l [CancetfSaw] 
Figure 24. Dspace@AMU submit: file uploaded successfully 
DEPOSIT: FILE FORMATS 
To properly archive and give access to a file, we need to know 
what format it is, for example "PDF", "HTML", or "Microsoft Word". 
If the system does not automatically recognize the format of the file 
you have uploaded, you will be asked to describe it. If the format of 
the file appears in the list offered, click on it and then on "Deposit". If 
you can't see the format in the list, click on "format not in list" and 
describe the format in the text box lower down on the page. Be sure to 
give both the name of the applicafion you used to create the file and 
the version of that applicafion, such as "Autodesk AutoCAD R20 for 
UNIX". 
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Uploaded File 
After you have uploaded a file, check the information in the table to 
make sure it is correct. To verify that your files have been uploaded 
correctly: 
• Click on the filename. This will download the file in a new browser 
window, so that you can check the contents. 
If you're only uploading one file, click on "Next" when you're happy 
that the file has been uploaded correctly. 
If you're uploading more than one file, click on the "Add Another 
File" button (this will appear if you checked "The item consists of 
more than one file" on the "Deposit: Describe Your Item" page). 
When you are satisfied that all files for this item have been 
successfially uploaded, click on the "Next" button. 
If you're uploading an HTML page with embedded files, click on 
the "Add Another File" button, and upload all files or bitstreams 
referenced in the html page. After all the are uploaded, in the column 
marked "Primary Bitstream", select the bitstream or file that is the 
index page or the top page for the web page. This will ensure that all 
of your embedded files will display properly on the HTML page. Then 
click on the "Next" button. 
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Atitiut DSpace Softw 
^pgscr ibeXpgscn&e^Descn&eX^ Upload ^ ^ ^ ^ [ ^ Lic^ise Compteie 
Submit: Verify Submission 
Not qutte there y«l , but nearV* 
Pte»se spend a few (hnutes to eitdtnine what yn/ve just siiitnittecl betow. If anything s Yinxig, please 90 back and correct n by using the buttons next to the emr, or by 
cfckmg on the pro^vss bar at the tap of the page More he(p... 
It everything » OK, please c^k the t lexf button at the bottom of the page. 
You can safe^ chect: the fites wtvch have beer; i^ iioaded - a new wndow M4 be opened to dspiay them. 
I t e m has more t h a n one t i t le : F4o 
Previous piijBshed item: Yes jComatrsoftiesel 
I t em consists o f more than one f i e : No 
Authors Alreen, Bushra 
B a ^ l Geetesh 
Khan, Akil. A 
Fatma, Mehar 
^4^CIvi, Qamar A 
Tide To develop a i efficient protocol of mechanical 
transmission of TSWV to Aradi is hypogea 
genotype 
Figure 25. Dspace@AMU submit: verify submission 
DEPOSIT: Verify Deposit 
This page lets you review the information you have entered to 
describe the item. To correct or edit information, diet: on the 
corresponding button on the right, or use the oval buttons in the 
progress bar at the top of the page to move around the deposit pages. 
When you are satisfied that the deposit is in order, click on the "Next" 
button to continue. 
Click on the "Cancel/Save" button to stop and save your data, or to 
cancel your deposit. 
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k|>i|»c.««Hll 
About DSpace So f tware 
{j>scnt?eX^3esait>eXpgscnbeX! U^^c-ad^ Ven^ Comptete 
T l w r e is one Imst s t o p : In order for DSpace to reproduce, bdnslate and dtstnbute your subrntssian worUwMJe, your agreemen) to (he Irriloxnng terms is necessary Please Idke a 
moment to fead the terms o f tNs bcense, and cfecfc on or>e of the buttons at the bHMtom of the oage. By c l ck r iq on The *Grant I jcense ' tx j t ton , you Indcate tt iat you grant the 
^ l o w n g temw of the license. More Help 
Not ^ v t i t t o q t h e I c — x e w f l n« t da te ta y o u r s i A m f s s i o f i . v o i r i tem wfl remavt in yotv "My DSpace* page. Vou can then erther remove the submtsaon fttvn the system, or 
agree to the hcense later once anr queries you tmfA have ars resdtved 
MOTE: PUWre VOUR OWH LICENSE HERB 
T h i s s a m p l e l i c « n s e i s p r o v i d e d f o r i n f o r m a t i o n a l p u r p o s e s o n l y . 
M0H-BXCL08IVE DISTRIBUTIOW LICEHSB 
By s i g n i n g a n d s u b m i t t i n g t h i s l i c e n s e r y o u ( t h e a u t b o r ( s ) o r c o p y r i g h t , 
owner) g r a n t s t o DSpace U n i v e r s i t y (DSO) t h e n o n - e x c l u s i v e r i g h t t o r e p r o d u c e , 
t r a n s l a t e ( a s d e f i n e d b e l o v ) , a n d / o r d i s t r i b u t e y o u r s u t n i s s i o n ( i n c l u d i n g 
t h e a b s t r a c t ) w c r l d w i d « i n p r i n t and e l e c t r o n i c f o r m a t a n d i n a n y medium, 
i n c l u d i n g b u t n o t l i m i . t « d t o a u d i o o r v i d e o . 
You a g r e « t h a t DSO may, w i t h o u t c h a n g i n g t h « c o n t e n t , t r a n s l a t e t h « 
s u b m i s s i o n t o a n y medium o r f o r m a t f o r t h e p u r p o s e o f p r e s e r v a t i o n . 
You a l s o a g r e e t h a t DfiU may k e e p more t h a n one c o p y o f t h i s s u t w i s s i o n f o r 
p u r p o s e s o f s e c u r i t y , b a c k - u p a n d p r e s e r v a t i o n . 
You r e p r e s e n t t h a t t h e s u b m i s s i o n i s y o u r o r i g i n a l w o r t , and t h a t you have 
Figure 26. Dspace@AMU License page 
Dspace@AMU requires agreement to this non-exclusive distribution 
license before your item can appear on Dspace@AMU. Please read 
the license carefijlly. 
{^De^nbeX^DescnbeXP^scnbeX^UptoarX^ Verfy^X^ License^ 
Submit: Submission Complete! 
VtHjr sutwnisston w l no»ir go through the workflow process designated for the co«e«rtion t o wlMcti you are sUirrMtlmq. Vou w * recsive e -ma i na t i f i ca tcn as soon as >raur SLianrssion 
has become a part o f t he c o l e c t n n , or i f for some reason there ts a proUem w?th y o i r submission. Vou ca r also check on the s ta tus af your subm^SKm by 9ong t o the My DSpace 
page 
Gc to My DSpdC^ 
C c m n j o i t e i - j f d CoBect'Ofi? 
[ Sifcna at This Cofccbon"] 
v«:;r^ : : p j C " I j ' t ^ y e CopyngW O 2002-2039 The DSpace Foundatiori - FeeCsACt 
Figure 27. Dspace@AMU submit: submission complete 
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DEPOSIT: DEPOSIT COMPLETE 
Now that your deposit has been successfully entered into the 
Dspace@AMU system, it will go through the workflow process 
designated for the collection to which you are depositing. Some 
collections require the deposit to go through editing or review steps, 
while others may immediately accept the deposit. You will receive e-
mail notification as soon as your item has become a part of the 
collection, or if for some reason there is a problem with your deposit. 
If you have questions about the workflow procedures for a particular 
collection, please contact the administrator responsible for the 
collection directly, we can check on the status of your deposit by 
going to the My Dspace page. 
EDIT PROFILE 
• This page allows you to change the information we have for users. 
we must be authenticated with our log-in to change any of our 
personal information. 
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* C O bc*osta:Sj/]spu/p<E.sw.:jd-bgri 
^^^Aj * J " - * * • • * » • . j ^ J rjg s ft a G 
Log In to DSpace 
New user? Click here to reflister. 
Please enter vox e-mail address and password rito the fbrm below. 
E-fnofl Address: j 
Passmird; | 
1 iLealnl 
Have »ou forootten vour oassword? 
W ^ ' j r ^ DSpsce Software Copvn*t O 2002-2009 The DSoace Fouidation - F 
*^  ^ 
! 
1 
eedback 
bSllLi. 
- --- - -
<r A . 
1 
i 
! 
; 
- - ' • 
Figure 28. Dspace@AMU Log In 
After logging in click on "edit profile" under sign in to heading. 
Next following (Figure 29.) below appears on the computer screen. 
Ahput PSpjice Software 
LoQOed rfi « DSoace at My Urnver^ it:^  > 
abdull«h st«t«s«g... ~ 
' ^ ' Edit Your Profile 
Search DSpoce 
I Qp I Please enter or amend the folowing rifbrmatKm. The fields marked with a " * e requred. More Help,. 
• Hams First name*: abdulah 
„ Last name*: ahsan I 
Browse —— ' 
_ CommmHiea Cont^tct teiepbone: 0BBB14S^84^ " ^ I 
ft Lpllecttuns . . — — _ — - ^ ^ _ _ i 
* IS^Ue Ijjttj Lanqoaqe: Englrsh ^' 
•* Authgr 
-* lillfi Opttona»y, you can choose a new password and enter rt into the box betow, and confirm it by typ«ig it agan mto the second box for 
-, ^ybiejLt veftfication. it shoiJd be at least six characters long. 
Sign on to: 
authorized users 
New Passtvord: 
Again to ConArm: j 
1 Update Prtifile 1 
1 
1 
Figure 29. Dspace@AMU edit my profile 
In screen (Figure 29.) above we can amend information in our profile 
and can change our password. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
Since the term institutional repository was coined by SPARC in 2002, 
a number of institutions have implemented them, using the different 
platforms available. A survey of IRs in the USA was conducted in 
2005 by Lynch and Lippincott. Early deployment was difficult to 
ascertain and was likely underestimating deployment (McDowell, 
2007). Work by Lynch and Lippincott (2005) found that 41 
repositories were implemented in the USA in early 2005. Further work 
by McDowell (2007) showed growth in the number of repositories in 
the USA - in March 2007, 100 institutions now had repositories. Van 
Westrienen and Lynch (2005) expanded on Lynch's earlier work by 
surveying deployment status in 13 nations. They found that France, 
Germany and Italy had the highest percentage of IRs - with Germany 
leading the way with more repositories than universities. Contents of 
the IRs were also studied and the survey showed that articles, thesis 
and books were the most prevalent type of material included in the IRs 
(Van Westrienen and Lynch, 2005). Current lists of IRs can be found 
in the directory of open access repositories (OpenDOAR, 
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www.opendoar.org/) and the registry of open access repositories 
(ROAR, http://roar.eprints.org/). 
The present project "Developing Institutional Repository of Faculty 
Member of Science and Life Science at Aligarh Muslim University 
using Dspace" is attempt to understand technical Architecture and 
Functionality of the software Dspace, which helped in detailed 
specification and planning, in building the said Institutional 
Repository and Ultimately accelerating the usage of software. 
Result of the project 
The present project entitled "developing of institutional 
repository of faculties of science and life science using Dspace at 
Aligarh Muslim University" is an practical attempt to develop 
institutional repository using Dspace software. The major results of 
the work are: 
1. Developed a institutional repository of faculties of science and life 
science using Dspace at Aligarh Muslim University. 
2. Developed better understanding of technical architecture and 
functionality of the software, which can be helpftil in detailed 
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specification and planning, to build up any digital library repository 
using Dspace software. 
3. The present project, Ultimately accelerate the usage of the Dspace 
software at university level. 
4. Created visibility and user friendly access for searching scholarly 
output of Faculty of Science and Life Science at Aligarh Muslim 
University. 
Previous researches also shows that repository facilitates more 
timely and open access to research and scholarship and they 
maximized the potential research impact of achieved publications. It is 
also playing an important role in preservation and making accessible, 
academic digital object, datasets and analytical tools that exist outside 
traditional scholarly communication system. Open access to Indian 
research is still in its infancy. A few of India's premier institutions, 
particularly in the science and technology area are providing open 
access to their research publications. In these repositories access to 
retrospective material appears to be substantial both in terms of 
research articles and theses with less access to preprints and current 
publications. 
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Browse India (ROAR) 
Generated by http://archives.epnnts.org/ 
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Fig 30 Growth & Development of Repositories in India 
Tlius We can conclude that Institutional repositories provide 
organizations with an opportunity to create a central location that 
collects and preserves their digital output. The opportunity to share 
and distribute this output is hugely significant, and would serve to 
benefit the repository's contributing authors and the institution itself 
If part of the purpose of an institutional repository is to make its 
contents freely available, then the global community also has 
something to be gained. When an institution collects and shares its 
output, the members of the institution benefit while also making the 
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world academically richer by allowing scholarly communication to 
flow more freely. 
The digital repository software products that are available as 
open source are proving to be effective in ftilfiUing these 
informational harvesting functions. Libraries are ideal candidates for 
initiating and managing an institution's migration to a digital 
repository system, and thus fiilfill their duty to the institution as 
stewards of local information. 
6.1 Finding Information On Dspace@AMU 
1. To Start 
On the Dspace@AMU Website other useftiU links are available, click 
the desired links under the useful Links. 
Snardi OSpaca ^ , . 
^ tfSpacs 31 My Unrwersrty -} 
*<¥«nce# Si-jrtli 
• ^rns OSpiice (5 Uwc 
Wetcomg to ojr d g M nposrtory of My Unrvcratv rKsarrM 
Browse 
Mpre eKoting news to appe« here. 
9[ CctectlDpf^ 
' Issue P y g " • " . . - _ . , . 
- I i i l f i 
' SuDjec Efrta MWW text m Itw bcK taetow to saand^ DSp4c« 
Sign onto: 
JUiidifis Communities in DSpace 
... m DSDdcp 
•u*«nu4 Mun Choose a conmunitir to trowse its coiectoos 
FAT.iilti/ of 1 ife Fr.mnr.e 
Farulta of Science 
FjirmtL. nf F.nri^ '•.r.nnr.R 
"" "1 
Useful 
Links 
Abn*+i Mij^imi 
University 
DifBCtarv 
. . _ - . . . , - Teposttofies 
Regis* r,; at 
open 
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Figure: 31: Dspace@AMU homepage 
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2. Quick Search 
To search all of Dspace@AMU, use the search box in the navigation 
bar at the top of the page. 
iDir*««Mra 
Abqut DSpace Sof tware 
SaanADSpacB 
Browse 
"* Subiect 
Sign on to: 
updates 
' flii,Qid.v.x.'^a.a;tg 
DEpace at My Owversrtv > 
DSpace is Live 
Wetome to our digitaJ teposHorif of My Urvyers'ty research! 
More e t c i t ng nears Ic a p p e « he^e 
Search 
Enter some tnct in tt ie box behw to searcfi DSpace-
— 7 : [S] 
Commint ies in DSpace 
Cttoose 3 conmunrty to browse its colecbons 
Faculty of Aytcuitufal science 
Faculty of Social Science 
Usefnl 
Links 
Aiigarti Mu^hm 
Jniversitv 
Dtfeq:torv 
of qpsn 
acsass 
feoosiiories 
Rggstrv of . 
Qcaa 
access 
Figure: 32 Dspace@AMUhomepage 
3. Advanced Search 
The advanced search page allows you to specify the fields you wish to 
search, and to combine these searches with the Boolean "and", "or" or 
"not". 
Select the field to search in the left-hand column and enter the word or 
phrase you are searching in the right-hand column. You can select the 
Boolean operator to combine searches by clicking on the arrow to the 
right of the "AND" box. 
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Note: You must use the input boxes in order. If you leave the first one 
blank, your search will not work. 
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DSpaceisLive 
Wotcome to air diktat rmtxmtory of My Unversrty r»5ea<T*i! 
More eKCitirxi news to vpev here. 
Search 
Enter some text n (he box batow to searcti OSpace 
i " j [ ^ 
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Figure: 33 Dspace@AMUhomepage 
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4. Browse 
Figure: 34. Dspace@AMU advance search 
Browse allows you to view a list of items in some specified order: 
Browse by Collection takes you through the collections in 
alphabetical order. 
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Figure: 35 Dspace@AMUCommunities and Collections 
Browse by Title allows you to move through an alphabetical list of all 
titles of items in Deep Blue. 
About DSpac^ Softwart! 
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Figure: 36. Dspace@ AMU Browsing by Title 
Browse by Author allows you to move through an alphabetical list of 
all authors of items in Dspace@AMU 
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Figure: 37. Dsapce@AMU Browsing by Author 
Browse by Date allows you to move through a list of all items in 
Dspace@AMU in reverse chronological order. 
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Figure: 38. Dspace@AMUBrowsing by Issue Date 
Browse by subject allows user to move through a list of all items in 
the repository in subject assigned order. 
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Figure: 39. Dspace@AMU Browsing by Subject 
5. Result Page 
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Please use this identifier to dte or fink to this item: kttp: / /hdi . handle, net/I2345e789/70 
Title: Cumulative Effect of Soil and Foliar Application of Nitrogen, Phosphorus, end Sulfur on 
Growth, Physioo-Biocfiemical Parameters, Yield Attributes, and Fatty Add Coftposition 
in Oil of Eaicic Add-Free Rapeseed-Mustard Genotypes 
Authors: Siddiaui, Manzar H. 
Mohammad. Firoz 
Khan. M.Nisar 
Khan, M.Masroor A, 
Keywords: Rapeseed-mustard genotypes 
foliar application of nutrients 
photosynttietic diaracteristics 
leaf r«< content 
growth and yield perfiDrmarKe 
fatty add composition 
I s s u e Date : 1-X/I-20CI8 
Publisher: Taylor & Frands 
Citation: To dte this Artide: Siddiqui, Manzer H., Mohammad, Firoz, Khan, M. Nasir and Khan, 
M.Masroor A. (2008) 'Cumulative Effect of Soil and Foliar Application of Nitrogen, < 
.,_ ^ . i i ^ . _ _ i t * _ - j L • . »._.i^..-.^ . „ . . . _ . i - i , . - ... ...... i i .» 
Figure: 40. Dspace@AMU Metadata Page 
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Figure: 41. Dspace@AMU Result Page 
Dspace@AMU is the framework for finding and preserving the best 
scholarly and artistic work done at the Aligarh Muslim University. In 
it we can find articles, working papers, preprints, technical reports, 
conference papers and data sets in various digital formats. Content 
grows daily as new collections and items are added to Dspace@AMU. 
The Dspace@AMU content is organized around collections which 
correspond to faculties of science and life science.Each collection may 
contain an unlimited number of item. 
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Suggestions: 
1. Faculty members must be encouraged in providing the soft copies 
of their work. 
2. A link must be established for the institutional repository with the 
official website of the University. 
3. Formal and informal meetings should be arranged between the 
faculties members and Dspace@AMU administrator to build a 
conducive environment between the two. 
4. Future updation can be done using latest versions of Dspace. 
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